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ABSTRACT

One of today’s most significant technical challenges is the ability to empirically measure the security status and capabilities of information systems. The lack of security metrics in general and the inability to uniformly combine different dimensions of security information prevents decision-makers from having a macro-level view of system security. The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a conceptual decision framework to address this shortcoming and to apply the approach to a current information system problem: the resource management of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). This framework, called the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology Management Mechanism (MMM), leverages the benefits of ontologies, Value Focused Thinking, and a specialized network flow optimization model in order to craft a holistic view of the configuration and security of an information system (e.g., a Mobile Ad Hoc Network). The resulting decision making capability allows for a better connected, more secure network of communications devices. Ultimately, this research contributes to the provision of a dynamic mobile ad hoc network capability to the warfighter and the first responder with increased network stability, secure and persistent communications, and continuous operations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. GENERAL OVERVIEW / MOTIVATION OF THE PROBLEM

Nothing is more difficult, and therefore more precious, than to be able to decide.

Napoleon Bonaparte

The widespread adoption of handheld communications devices has both motivated and enabled technologies that facilitate ad hoc mobile communications. Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) provide the basis for communications without a fixed or pre-existing infrastructure. The ultimate goal of MANET network designers is to provide a self-protecting, “dynamic, self-forming, and self-healing network” for devices on the move [34]. MANET technology is useful to organizations such as tactical military units and disaster response teams, both of which have a critical need to communicate even when fixed networks and central services are unavailable [22].

A high priority United States military communication acquisition program currently being fielded is the Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS). This radio set will be “software-reprogrammable, multi-band/multi-mode capable, mobile ad hoc network capable, and provide simultaneous voice, data, and video communications” [62]. By mandating that all the services (Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines) use this tactical radio system, the military is highlighting the great importance of MANETs in tactical communications. The United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) was an early adopter of Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) technology in order to leverage the ability to provide persistent communications in the face of high mobility and a lack of a fixed infrastructure. Harris Corporation, a large manufacturer of MANET-capable tactical radios, has built 50,000 handheld radios in response to the Army’s requests, with a production rate of 200 per day [113]. The MANET-capable devices being shipped, however, lack the ability to dynamically manage the network responsibilities required by the MANET.
Ideally, soldiers and first responders could deploy to a hostile, unsecure, or undefined location that lacks a fixed network and conduct secure, persistent communications with each other using a MANET that provides stability through dynamic reconfiguration. The MANET would reconfigure itself as the physical topology changes via a device and context-aware, security-based decision process that migrates functional responsibilities in a transparent fashion. This transparent reconfiguration would ensure near optimal resource usage among the devices, network stability, and minimal operational confusion and disruption.

To maintain persistent, secure communication and connectivity, the network must be able to dynamically adjust its physical and logical configuration, routing procedures, the distribution of functionality among the devices (e.g., cluster-head, content portal, security services, printer services, etc.), and the network security posture. As the context of the network changes and the devices consume resources, these same decisions must periodically be revisited to ensure that the goals of the network continue to be met.

However, maintaining a MANET at its optimal performance level is difficult. For example, changes in a MANET’s physical network topology can affect the logical network topology. Physical changes in the network topology may be caused by devices moving in and out of the transmission ranges of their neighboring devices as well as devices “dying” due to the depletion of their limited resources [52]. If connectivity among MANET devices is broken, the logical topologies (e.g., connectivity maps, routing tables) can change frequently, causing communication difficulties that may disrupt the organization’s operations. Additionally, stability may be adversely affected by poor reconfiguration choices such as the assignment of network management functions to compromised or under-provisioned nodes which could disrupt the functionality, efficiency, and security of the inter-device communications.

Current MANET implementation technology does not meet these ideal goals. The two manufacturers of the JTRS radio, Thales Communications, Inc. and Harris Corporation, both implement a MANET management decision-making process that lacks the flexibility to provide persistent communication in the face of high-tempo maneuver warfare and first-responder activity. Neither solution provides the required dynamic
stability, information assurance, and communications availability. Thales’s MANET solution uses a flat hierarchical, intra-zone routing scheme with a pre-determined, permanently-assigned gateway node for inter-zone communication. The solution does not take into account the energy-saving advantages of aggregating localized traffic through a cluster-head [96]. Harris’s MANET solution requires that all decision-making be accomplished prior to network deployment. A Master, or Point-of-Contact, is programmed a priori. The Master can listen to all network traffic and send control messages to all devices in the MANET. A back-up Point-of-Contact may be configured ahead of time to allow for contingencies such as the Master losing connectivity or becoming disabled, e.g., due to the depletion of battery power [113]. The assignment is not modifiable in the event that the backup device is disabled.

Both of these current government-purchased MANET solutions rely on configuration decisions made before the network is deployed. Neither is able to react to a dynamic change in the device or network context, with the exception of the back-up Point-of-Contact. During the normal conduct of a fluid, highly mobile operation, we could expect these MANETs to suffer from a lack of network stability, exposure to adversaries, and an inability to provide persistent communications.

In the research literature numerous methods to facilitate dynamic stability within a MANET (see Chapter II, B for a summary) have been proposed. These methods are not sufficiently developed to deploy into actual MANET capable devices. They do not provide a holistic picture of the component devices of the network to the MANET management decision-making process due to three major shortcomings. First, they do not address the input and normalization of device characteristics into the decision-making process. Second, the selection methods are not able to combine characteristics with dissimilar units into a meaningful decision. Third, the methods do not incorporate security factors into the decision-making process. A decision process for the allocation of MANET resources that is aware of network context changes, security attributes, and device resource usage would contribute to increased network stability [52].
To compound this problem, effectively measuring the security of information systems is extremely difficult. Such measurement is one of the eight information security (INFOSEC) technical hard problems identified by the INFOSEC Research Council (IRC) [55]. A lack of security metrics and an inability to combine multi-dimensional metrics into a single measure of the security for a system prevents decision-makers from having a macro-level view of security [55], or from using security as a tool for effective network management [73].

We propose an approach to security measurement and MANET management decision-making that exploits tools from both the Computer Science and the Operations Research fields. This framework leverages the benefits of Value Focused Thinking and a specialized network optimization model in order to craft a holistic view of the configuration and security of a large system (e.g., a MANET). Ultimately, this can contribute to the provision of a MANET capability to the warfighter and the first responder that allows for dynamic network stability, secure and persistent communications, and continuous operations.

B. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

As discussed in Section A, MANETs are comprised of mobile, resource-constrained, physically unsecure communications devices. To provide persistent communications in the face of rapid changes in device connectivity, MANETs require dynamic stability, or the ability of a MANET to maintain its ad hoc virtual organizational structure as the underlying resources change and the physical topology varies [52].

Current approaches to MANET management decision-making do not consider device security factors, in part due to an inability to quantify and integrate security-related measures. The result is less fidelity in the individual device assessment that the decision-making process relies on. Without a decision procedure that is security aware, insecure or under-provisioned devices may be selected to perform MANET functions, resulting in premature organizational changes and decreased network stability. Additionally, the approaches are not automated and reduce the flexibility and efficient resource usage of the component devices that are assigned functions.
C. THEESIS STATEMENT

A MANET management process based on an ontological organization of network decision factors and device security characteristics can provide a decision framework for efficient, effective connectivity and security of inter-device communications.

D. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH

In general, this research addresses the INFOSEC Research Council’s hard problem of security measurement and improves the ability to manage the resources of a Mobile Ad Hoc Network. There are three significant contributions to our work.

First, we present a new method for quantifying and incorporating security factors into the measurement of information systems security including a Value Focused Thinking (VFT) based process for the incorporation of subjective factors.

Second, we enhance MANET decision making by incorporating the new method into a framework that provides stability and security to mobile networks. We develop a new conceptual framework to better manage network resources including the first domain ontology of MANET decision factors and the first combination of Value Focused Thinking (VFT) and a Network Flow Optimization Model for MANET decision making. The framework addresses the entirety of the management process to include the collection, normalization, composition, and comparison of network characteristics. We apply VFT in order to structure multiple competing objectives, reduce decision subjectivity, and incorporate qualitative decision factors. The use of our specialized network flow model bolsters the availability of communications links by optimizing the device and link characteristics important to availability as well as the direct connectivity of the device in relation to its neighboring devices. Two important consequences result: better energy efficiency and higher link reliability. The framework’s decision optimization process reinforces connectivity among the MANET devices and directly contributes to resource availability, network stability, and network security. The decision framework is modular; any of the individual components may be used separately from the others.
Third, we provide a worked example and an initial prototype of the new framework as a basis for the validation of our approach.

E. OVERVIEW OF DISSERTATION

To orient the reader to this dissertation document, we provide an outline by chapter. Chapters I, II, and III are introductory, Chapters IV, V, and VI describe the principal components of the decision framework, and Chapters VII and VIII present framework validation and application, conclusions, and future work.

Chapter I, the Introduction, motivates the research problem in a discussion of MANETs and security measurement. We clearly state the problem statement, thesis statement, and the three main contributions of this research. Last, we provide this roadmap to the remainder of the document. Chapter II presents the background information on MANET technology that is applied in the decision framework. Additionally, we assess related work pertinent to our research problem, including current approaches to MANET management, MANET security, and general security measurement. Chapter III gives a view of the decision framework at a high level of abstraction. First, a description of the operational concepts provides context for the rest of the discussion. Second, a figure depicting our operational vision of the framework puts the subsequent component chapters into perspective.

Chapter IV describes the first component of the decision framework, the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology. This component serves to collect, normalize, and organize the decision data that enters the decision process. Chapter V presents the second component, the Value Focused Thinking decision analysis component. This component aids in structuring the decision problem, as well as quantifying and combining the relevant decision factors in a meaningful manner. Chapter VI describes the specialized network flow model component, which is based upon minimum cost flow optimization. The three component chapters have similar structure, with component-specific introductory, background, and related work sections. A common thread focused on a five device MANET serves to both demonstrate the methodology of the component as well as relate the component to the overarching framework.
Chapter VII, Decision Framework Application and Validation, shows how the framework may be applied in a more complex MANET with a higher number of devices and communications links. This chapter also presents a validation of the conceptual model that underlies the decision framework. Chapter VIII provides conclusions that we derive from our research as well as recommendations for future work.
II. DECISION FRAMEWORK BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Before presenting the decision framework, we provide background information on the unique nature of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks and the management of component devices. We address two major influences on MANET operations: decision-making and optimization. Additionally, we assess related work addressing current approaches to MANET management, MANET security, and general security measurement.

A. MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKS (MANETS)

Following the invention of the two-way radio and the advent of communication without stationary interconnecting wires, the next step was to organize “a set of mobile, radio-equipped nodes” into a communication network [7]. Early networks included the PacketRadio (PRNET) [64], the Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) [36], and Battlefield Information Distribution (BID) [85]. However, these networks were organized around fixed relaying stations or static controllers. Baker and Ephremides described an architecture based upon the varying connectivity and the changing topology of the High Frequency (HF) Intra-Task Force communication network. This network was required to adapt to the inherent mobility of Navy ships as they attempted to communicate at sea. This groundbreaking work has transformed into what we presently call Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) [7].

Generally, there are two types of ad hoc networks: sensor networks and MANETs. Sensor networks are designed to collect information about an object or area and relay that information back to a central collection point. MANETs are deployed with the purpose of allowing communication between devices on the move.

A MANET is an autonomous, mobile, wireless communication network that is not dependent on a fixed infrastructure [25]. A MANET is self-forming, in that the deployed devices take a peer-to-peer approach in the formation of their own network routing infrastructure. Devices that are within range of each other establish a network association without human intervention [22]. Continuous movement leads to varying
connectivity among the devices, which results in network topology changes. For a MANET to be *self-healing*, the network must automatically reorganize itself when devices join or leave, without impacting the operation of the other participating devices [22]. For a MANET to be *self-protecting*, the devices must safeguard the information flowing throughout the network against unauthorized access in accordance with the overarching security policy [5]. Self-protection is extremely challenging due to the lack of physical security for the mobile devices and the vulnerability of the medium to eavesdropping and jamming. To enable MANET communication, devices cannot rely on a fixed infrastructure. Each device must have the ability to transmit to, receive from, and route messages on behalf of other devices.

MANET devices have limitations in terms of capabilities and resources such as transmission range, battery power, available memory, and computing power. As such, decision-making and optimization greatly influence MANET operations.

The first influence on MANET operations is decision-making. To compensate for the lack of a fixed infrastructure, devices in a MANET must cooperate in making decisions that enhance their ability to communicate. Networked devices must rely on their peers to pass messages and to gain services that the component devices require in the day-to-day operation of the MANET. Decisions made for the collective good of the network are made in areas such as network clustering (the grouping of devices) and cluster-head selection [123], routing protocol selection [91][61][92], and the assignment of distributed functions. Table 1 lists and defines some of the functions that MANET component devices may require in the everyday operation of the network. The list has been compiled from domain knowledge.
Table 1  Summary of MANET Distributed Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Portal</td>
<td>Acts as the focal point for the search, viewing, and download of content hosted on personal servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster-head</td>
<td>Makes routing decisions on behalf of network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-specified Contact Node</td>
<td>The device where a specific user is logged into the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightweight Certificate Authority</td>
<td>(also called trust authority) manages the security certificates on behalf of the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANET Rally Point</td>
<td>Serves as an assembly point if network communications irreparably break down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Services Gateway</td>
<td>Provides web access to network devices that cannot connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-range Communications Service Provider</td>
<td>Provides capability to transmit messages over large distances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer Service Provider</td>
<td>Provides printer access to network devices without the ability to print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographic Service Provider</td>
<td>Provides the capability to take photos to nodes that are not camera-enabled or that require a photo of a specific item outside of their location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-domain Gateway</td>
<td>Serves as the communications link between MANETs at two different classification levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilevel Secure Connection Node</td>
<td>Provides the maximum reachability to other MANETs of different security classification domains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Enforcement/Policy Decision Point</td>
<td>(e.g., for RADaC architectures) makes access control, authorization, authentication, and other security decisions related to the secure management of the MANET and its resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MANET decision-making does not end with providing the network with its initial organization. As stated earlier, the randomness of device movement and the unpredictability of the wireless medium make the network topology susceptible to rapid, unpredictable connectivity and topological changes. Device attributes may also vary widely as the devices use their already-constrained internal resources to conduct routing and other tasks required to keep the MANET functional.
The second influence driving MANET operations is optimization. In the ideal case, a decision made for the collective good of the MANET has to be efficient in order to best conserve the scarce resources that exist among the networked devices. The quality and the optimality of every MANET decision rely on the quality of the underlying input parameters to the decision-making process. The data are often hard to collect and combine within a coherent decision process due to the heterogeneity of the device and network characteristics.

Further hampering the quality of decisions is the fact that security factors are rarely incorporated, resulting in a decision that may be optimal for performance, but not optimal or even highly risky for secure communications. One notable exception to date has been the inclusion of the “trustworthiness” of a public key infrastructure (PKI) scheme-based certificate in MANET decision-making [26].

B. ASSESSMENT OF RELATED WORK

In this section, we describe other research applicable to the MANET management decision-making process. The first part details approaches to cluster-head selection, the most studied MANET distributed function. The second part addresses the integration of security into MANET operations, to include the selection of trust authorities which are also known as lightweight certificate authorities. The third part discusses related work in security measurement that is not specific to the MANET context.

1. MANET Management Approaches

The primary issue in MANET research is the efficient routing of message traffic between two participating devices [123]. In a network with limited resources, routing schemes must minimize communication overhead (e.g., the number of control messages transmitted for administrative purposes). An area of active research focuses on hierarchical network routing architectures as a way to improve the practical performance of existing routing algorithms. A common ad hoc hierarchical structure consists of groups of networked devices, called clusters. The clustering of devices improves the quality of service for large-scale networks [123].
In clustering approaches, the cluster is built around an elected cluster-head, or local coordinating node [53]. Even approaches that are classified as non-cluster-head based utilize a cluster-head during the initial formation of clusters [78]. We may classify the fourteen prominent clustering schemes as single metric and multiple metric [123][53].

Single metric selection is the most common approach to cluster-head selection. Algorithms use various individual metrics such as: (1) unique identification (ID) number [7], (2) connectivity (a measure of a device’s node degree, or the number of direct connections that a device has with its neighbors) [19][48], (3) mobility (a measure of a device’s speed relative to its neighbors) [41][8], (4) energy-efficiency (a measure of the duration that a device has served as cluster-head) [4], and (5) load-balancing (a measure of the optimal number of nodes that a cluster-head can handle, based upon the medium access control protocol used) [4]. To select a cluster-head, all of the devices in the MANET are rank-ordered according to their respective values for the specified single metric. The algorithms choose the highest ranked device. The shortcoming of a single metric approach is that the cluster-head choice is optimized for the chosen metric, but not for any of the other aspects of the complex MANET. If the context of the MANET changes (e.g., energy-efficiency becomes more critical than connectivity), the initial choice of cluster-head may lead to poor network performance [53].

Multiple metric selection approaches provide a more accurate, holistic picture of the complexity of a MANET and its constituent devices [53]. Two distinct multiple metric approaches have been developed and differ in the use of optimization during the selection process. The first approach applies a combination of several different metrics using a weighted, linear sum [17][42][116]. A well known example is the Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA) [17]. WCA considers four factors: the ideal node degree, the transmission power, the mobility, and the battery power of the devices. WCA relies on proxy metrics, or ways to indirectly measure a characteristic, for both transmission power and battery power. Transmission power is represented by the sum of the distances to all of its neighbors while battery power is represented as the cumulative time that a node acts as cluster-head. The proxy measures are all created such that a minimum value is preferred (e.g., a device with a lower cumulative time as cluster-head had higher
battery power). WCA uses proxies due to an inability to collect actual metric values and an inability to combine dissimilar metrics in a meaningful way. WCA does not include a methodology for determining the weights that are assigned to the linear combination of metrics. A cluster-head selection is highly sensitive to the weights used in the function, yet WCA depends on a random determination [53]. The devices are rank-ordered according to the combined weights, and the algorithm chooses the smallest combined weight as the cluster-head, since the minimum measurement value is best. In subsequent work, a genetic algorithm was used to optimize the network topology [116]. In this case, the number of clusters and, correspondingly, the number of cluster-heads, are minimized; the cluster-head selection itself is not optimized.

The second multiple-metric approach combines metrics using an evolutionary algorithm [53]. The Stability-based Multi-objective Clustering Algorithm considers three factors: degree difference (a measure of the number of direct connections that a device has with its stable neighbors), power consumption (a measure of the distances to its stable neighbors), and node lifetime (and estimate of battery energy to power consumption). The algorithm defines two neighbors as relatively stable if the average distance between two devices is less than their transmission distance over a time window that is fixed for all analysis [53]. This stability argument takes into account the relative difference in mobility between two neighboring nodes, but does not actually include a metric based on mobility. An additional proxy metric is the power consumption. The combination of the three factors occurs in the evolutionary optimization phase of the algorithm. The evolutionary algorithm optimizes all three factors simultaneously and produces a set of “compromised” solutions (also known as pareto-optimal solutions), instead of a single optimal solution [53]. To produce a single globally-optimal solution, the individual factors would have to be combined using a single weighted vector sum, as in the first multiple metric approach [43].

The existing multiple metric selection approaches do not consider the collection and normalization of metric values and resort to carefully crafted proxy metrics in order to allow for the combination of dissimilar metrics. Lastly, the algorithms do not assign weights in a methodical manner.
Figure 1 summarizes the cluster-head selection approaches in a continuum. We list the previously mentioned approaches as well our contribution, a selection method based upon multiple metric linear optimization.

Currently, the principal shortcoming in both single and multiple metric MANET management approaches is the inability to solve the metric composition problem. When we introduce security considerations into MANET management, the composition problem is even more challenging due to the categorical nature of many of the security factors.

2. MANET Security

The clustering algorithms evaluated in [123] assume that the participating devices in the MANET are not malicious. A malicious device may intercept traffic, corrupt messages, or intentionally decrease the lifetime of the other devices through the depletion of their resources. A malicious device chosen as cluster-head can do even more damage than a similarly malicious participant node to the ability of a MANET to communicate [26].

Much of the MANET security research has been on securing routing protocols [1][121][101]. The approach used is typically limited to the application of cryptography certificates into a symmetric or lightweight public key infrastructure (PKI) scheme. As a system for certificate management, Trust Authorities (TAs) may be selected from the
devices within the MANET [98]. The proposed TA selection algorithm is a multiple metric approach, with the addition of a “quality factor” metric that describes one device’s “belief” that a second device is qualified to be a TA [98]. The algorithm does not address the metric composition problem.

Trust-based cluster-head selection algorithms attempt to reduce the possibility of the selection of a malicious device as the cluster’s controller [26]. The algorithm calculates a “trust level” for each device in the MANET using a multiple metric approach. The metrics reflect the trustworthiness of a device, based upon network events such as data packets “dumped and not retransmitted” and “unique addresses have been spoofed” [26]. The trust level is based on observed performance with respect to a trust standard, rather than an innate device-specific trust quality. Each device in the MANET has a calculated trust value that is stored in a trust table. A rank-ordered choice from the trust level values determines the cluster-head [26].

3. Security Measurement

In the computer security field, researchers are working on ways to measure the security of a system by crafting new metrics and creating measurement frameworks that have the ability to adapt to meet potential changes in overall security needs.

One such framework redefines the notions of “security” and “dependability” such that these objectives can be readily combined [63]. The proposed model describes a computer system in terms of preventative measures (related to input into the system) and behavioral methods (output). The framework is qualitative, focusing on the relationships between security terms at the expense of quantification. The model is not specific about how to actually measure and weight the two new system attributes and does not address the metric composition problem [63].

Another framework [120] describes both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of security measurement, with a focus on the process. The framework uses a decomposition method to create low-level, measurable security attributes from high-level security properties. The attributes are combined using a set of logical relations and composite rules that must be created for each individual system. The research provides an
approach to weighting the attributes that incorporates a measure of decision-maker consistency. Stated future work includes: (1) the need for increased granularity in the decomposition of the system to include component interactions, (2) the creation of models that better aggregate the low-level measures, and (3) the development of automated tools for data gathering [120]. In addition, the framework does not integrate non-security functionality (e.g., component available memory), thus a holistic picture of the system is not possible. Researchers do not explicitly provide a capability to combine dissimilar attributes. The framework demonstrates a process for obtaining a final security “score” for a system, but does not show how to apply the security measurement into a useful decision-making processes with optimization in mind [120]. This framework is not responsive to varying security needs [68].

The framework in [68] provides a method of evaluating the effectiveness of a resource management system (RMS) in terms of how well the network scheduler assigns application requests to system resources. The resultant objective function may be incorporated in the resource scheduling decision-making. The Flexible Integrated System Capability (FISC) ratio combines attributes such as request priorities and deadlines, Quality of Service (QoS), and security. The framework allows for variant security, or the ability to adjust security services within an allowed range depending on the situational context of the distributed network [68]. Follow on work introduced an additional quality representing security to the standard QoS dimensions, known as Quality of Protection (QoP) or Quality of Security Services (QoSS) [58][73]. Researchers have described components of the security vector, and have further refined the ability of a system to vary, or tune, security mechanisms and services within predetermined ranges to allow for a flexible security policy based on the network situation [68][58][73]. The framework provides a qualitative method for incorporating the various factors into a cost benefit function. A procedure for assigning the weightings within the function is not described, in that the weights are dictated by the scheduling policy [58].
This ends our discussion of the background required to understand the decision framework, as well as our assessment of closely related work. We now present the context that defines our problem space in the form of two Concepts of the Operation (CONOPs) and describe the operational vision of our framework at a high level of abstraction.
III. HIGH LEVEL VIEW OF THE DECISION FRAMEWORK

In this chapter, we describe both the concept of the operation and the operational vision of the decision framework at a high level. The concept of the operation firmly establishes the context within which we frame our problem. We give the operational vision at a high level of abstraction before describing in detail each individual component of the decision framework in subsequent chapters.

A. CONCEPT OF THE OPERATION

More so than at the operational level of warfare, the tactical level requires C4I\(^1\) technologies that are untethered from fixed architectures. The tactical level requires mobile command posts and communications networks that can support a corps in the attack.

*LTG W. Wallace [119]*

Senior military leaders see the value of networks that are flexible enough to adapt to the operational mobility inherent in both warfare and disaster response. Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) have the potential to provide connectivity between commanders, key leaders, and coordination staffs without the reliance on a fixed communication infrastructure.

We expect that our decision framework is applicable to a wide variety of fields outside of MANET-specific technology. Elements of the framework may be applied to situations requiring improved decision-making, optimization, and security measurement. However, we have set our framework in the context of MANETs in order to demonstrate the usefulness of the research. We illustrate and validate our approach to MANET management decision-making with two specific concepts of operation (CONOPS): a military special operations unit conducting split team operations, and a military corps commander on the attack.

---

\(^1\) The acronym C4I mentioned in the quote stands for Command, Control, Communications, Computers and Intelligence.
United States military special operations units are typically small in size, and rely on covertness and mobility to operate deep within hostile territory. These units have been the first elements of the military to adopt MANET technologies to enhance their communication on the move. Our first CONOP involves an Army Special Forces unit operating in an unsecure, high risk area. The 12 members are operating in “split teams” (teams of six) in order to reduce the size of their footprint and to minimize the chance of compromise. There are two MANET-capable handhleds per split team, one with the element leader and one with the communications expert, for a total of four. An Air Force controller providing coordination for air support holds a fifth handheld. The controller is co-located with one of the split teams. The mode of transportation may be dismounted or vehicular, with mobility up to a small wheeled vehicle (e.g., the High Mobility Multi-purpose Wheeled Vehicle, the HMMWV), approximately 60 miles per hour.

In regards to transmission ranges, the distances over which MANET-capable devices can communicate will vary due to the network communication standard used, the device power and antenna characteristics, and obstructions. Short range, low throughput technologies such as ZigBee and Bluetooth operate at very close distances (5 to 10 meters). 802.x standards allow for longer range communications, see Figure 2. In this CONOP, the units use a MANET-capable Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS), such as the Falcon III AN/PRC-152 manufactured by the Harris Corporation and the AN/PRC-148 manufactured by Thales Communications, Inc. [46][109]. For data transmission, a user connects a handheld to the radio, which acts as a wireless modem for the terminal and produces longer transmission ranges over UHF (up to three kilometers) [46].
For the special operations unit conducting split team operations, the device transmission overlay is in Figure 3. A circle represents the transmission coverage of the enclosed device. If a device is within the transmission range of another, then communication connectivity exists. The connectivity between devices and the element grouping is shown in Figure 4. The resulting MANET topology is illustrated in Figure 5. We revisit this scenario, CONOP #1, throughout the development of the decision framework in order to provide a source of requirements as well as a way to demonstrate the methodology through a check against realistic conditions. We call this thread the “detailed example.”

---

Figure 2  Current and Prospective MANET Communications Standards [50]
Figure 3  CONOP #1: Device Transmission Overlay

Figure 4  CONOP #1: Element (Split-Team) Overlay
The second CONOP involves an Army corps commander and his subordinate leaders and staff officers. A United States Army corps is made up of between 20,000 and 40,000 soldiers. The corps has two to five maneuver divisions and five separate specialty brigades (fires, medical, military intelligence, engineering, and sustainment). The corps commander is a Lieutenant General with eight principal staff advisors. The staff is managed by an officer who serves as a chief of staff. Lastly, there is a senior non-commissioned officer who advises the corps commander. There are other elements such as coalition and joint (e.g., Navy, Air Force, Marines) forces that provide key leaders and liaisons to the corps. For CONOP #2, we crafted a scenario with 30 devices. The mode of transportation may be dismounted or vehicular, with mobility up to the speed of a small wheeled vehicle (e.g., the High Mobility Multi-purpose Wheeled Vehicle, the HMMWV).

The choice of 30 devices provides a more complex scenario than that in CONOP #1. Even though MANETs may total hundreds of devices, operational considerations, transmission ranges, and medium access protocols (MAC) impact the total number of devices that may be effectively grouped together with a cluster-head. Operationally, the commander requires a minimal number of key leaders in order to be most effective as a
supervisor and to limit operational confusion. Organization theory suggests that some levels of management can efficiently supervise only three to eight subordinates, while others can supervise up to thirty employees [29]. Based on the discussion of transmission ranges above, it is not realistic that all of the elements under the control of the corps will be within communication range of the commander. A corps occupies an area in excess of three kilometers. Lastly, the MAC protocol used limits the number of devices that are directly connected to each other in order to minimize message collisions [17]. For instance, Bluetooth employs a master-slave model where a master can only handle up to seven slaves [17]. For these reasons, the decision to use a second CONOP with a MANET of 30 devices is realistic. Figure 6 represents the MANET topology by showing the component devices and their corresponding connectivity.

![Figure 6 CONOP #2: MANET Topology](image-url)
As suggested earlier, although the CONOPS described above are military-specific, we may apply the framework to other scenarios depicting governmental agencies, first-response units, and civilian social networks\textsuperscript{2}.

Now that we have described the context of our MANET, we present a high level overview of the decision framework by discussing our operational vision.

\textbf{B. OPERATIONAL VISION OF THE DECISION FRAMEWORK}

In this section, we describe the operational vision of the MANET management decision framework at a very high level of abstraction. Chapter IV contains a more thorough explanation. Conceptually, the framework relies on the message traffic originating from the networked devices as input into a decision mechanism, which selects a device to perform the required MANET distributed function. The MANET Distributed Functions Ontology (MDFO) Management Mechanism (MMM) consists of a translator (1), the ontological database with function matching and inference capability (2 and 3), and the decision-making process (4), depicted in Figure 7. An important piece of the framework is the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology (MDFO), which supports the entire framework. The MDFO allows us to organize, normalize, and infer decision data. We describe the ontological knowledge structure in Chapter IV.

\footnote{A social network is a social structure made up of individuals or organizations that are linked together by interests and connections. This “social cohesion” is gaining in popularity due to the improvements in mobile smart phone technology [80].}
Figure 7  Operational Vision of the MANET Management Decision Framework

The translator (1) and the ontological database (2 and 3) serve to refine the decision data into an accurate, minimal set of attributes and values that feed into the decision-making process (4). The decision-making process (4) has two components, Value Focused Thinking Decision Analysis and Node Choice Optimization. The first component analyzes the decision data and assigns a value representative of both the device characteristics and the MANET priorities to a relative entity consisting of two devices and the communication link that they share. The second component produces a node choice by optimizing both the overall network strength value and the MANET device connectivity.

We now depart from the high level of abstraction in order to describe the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology (MDFO) Management Mechanism (MMM) by component in Chapters IV to VI.
IV. THE MANET DISTRIBUTED FUNCTIONS ONTOLOGY (MDFO)

The first component of the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology (MDFO) Management Mechanism (MMM) is the ontology itself. We provide an introduction to the component as well as a discussion of pertinent background information and related work. We then explain the MDFO to include the ontological classes and the class interactions. Finally, we present a detailed example that incorporates the MDFO.

A. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) rely on dynamic configuration decisions to efficiently operate in a rapidly changing environment of limited resources. The ability of a MANET to make decisions that accurately reflect the real environment depends on the quality of the input to those decisions. However, collecting and processing of the multitudinous factors related to the operation of a MANET is a significant challenge. Equally significant in current approaches to dynamic MANET management is the lack of consideration given to security factors. We show how our ontology of MANET attributes including device security and performance characteristics can be leveraged to efficiently and effectively make dynamic configuration decisions for managing a MANET. Finally, our proposed organizing structure facilitates automated decision processes.

The MANET Distributed Functions Ontology (MDFO) that we describe in this chapter is used to structure MANET performance and security information. We present an associated “operational vision” for its integration into MANET operations in Chapter III with a more detailed view of the mechanism in Section E of this chapter. This ontology enhances the MANET decision processes in three ways: it gives us the ability to normalize parameters into common terms, it allows us to make inferences should values be unavailable or inconsistent, and it provides a canonical means to incorporate network and device security. These benefits directly lead to more accurate and secure MANET functional decisions as well as more efficient network operations.
There are two major contributions of this work. First, the ontological organization and structuring of MANET decision support data will make it easier to automate future decision algorithms. Secondly, the \textit{MANET Distributed Functions Ontology} provides a much needed foundation for incorporating security factors as a means to enhance the decision processes of MANETs [89].

In Section B, we give additional background information about ontologies. Section C discusses related work. Section D describes the structure of our ontology as well as provides a descriptive fragment of a typical entry. Section E provides additional detail about the operational vision reflecting the integration of the ontology into MANET operations. Finally, Section F provides a detailed example based on the realistic MANET scenario outlined in Chapter III. The example shows the powerful potential of an ontological approach to secure MANET management.

\section*{B. BACKGROUND ON ONTOLOGIES}

The term \textit{ontology}, rooted in philosophy, describes the study of existence. Computer science (originally the artificial intelligence community) later adopted the term ontology to mean “a theory of a modeled world” and “a component of knowledge systems” [44]. Thus, besides the philosophical connotation of ontologies, there are pragmatic reasons for their use. Ontology, as an engineering tool, may be further defined by its use. The tool may provide the “representational machinery with which to instantiate domain models in knowledge bases,” allow the querying of knowledge-based services, and represent the results from these queries [44].

The use of ontologies has become much more widespread since the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) included the concept as an explicit layer in the standards stack for the futuristic \textit{semantic web} [10]. The semantic web uses ontologies to specify standard conceptual vocabularies. This approach makes data exchange easier and knowledge databases more accessible throughout the World Wide Web. W3C is leveraging the ability of ontologies to normalize data into consistent terms and to provide inference from data due to linkages between common terms. The linkages are manifested as relationship rules among objects.
Within an ontological framework, *classes* are abstract groups, sets, or collections of objects. *Objects* are the basic individual items in the domain. *Attributes* are properties, or characteristics that objects can have and share. *Relations* are ways that objects may interact with each other. Ontologies are different from taxonomies, which do not incorporate the *relations* concept. A relation is an attribute whose value is another object in the ontology. Ontological relationships can specify arbitrarily complex rules about the attributes of the related objects, whereas a taxonomy has only the “is-a” relation. The set of relations taken as a whole fully describes the semantics of the domain [44].

C. RELATED WORK

Chapter II describes current research related to the introduction of security aspects into MANETs. This related work section outlines the integration of ontologies into computer science (CS).

Much of the research currently focused on ontologies is in the creation of knowledge systems for inclusion as accessible content in the future semantic web. Top-level ontologies are being created for every conceivable domain in order to start establishing common terminology and to facilitate natural language processing and artificial intelligence. An example of a non-computer science ontology is the Stanford Wine Ontology, which relates wine grape type, wines, and wineries [86]. An example of a CS-specific ontology is the information security ontology. The application of this proposed ontology is limited to creating a common language among security researchers and to the processing of natural language data sources [97]. Creators of these ontologies are building various general ontological databases in preparation for the expected deployment of the semantic web [10]. A challenge of this wide-spread research is to carefully define linkages between domain-specific ontologies to maintain the consistency of the root (all-encompassing) ontology.

The integration of ontologies into actual network operations is rare. One of the few examples is in network management and control, where researchers use an ontological approach to perform configuration tasks in a network [23]. In their architecture, the system collects Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)-based
configuration messages and converts their content into ontological semantics. The system develops a current state of the network based on the input and suggests, through inference, relevant configuration changes. Finally, an export mechanism distributes the new network configuration plan to network devices for re-configuration [23].

Now that we have presented background information and related work, we describe the ontology in detail.

D. THE MANET DISTRIBUTED FUNCTIONS ONTOLOGY

The domain of the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology (MDFO) is the functions or services that may be provided by component devices on behalf of other devices within a MANET. Before we describe the intricacies of the MDFO, we look at how our ontology potentially extends the root ontology provided by existing ontologies. An example conceptual organization of this extension is presented in Figure 8.

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8 Conceptual Organization of Extended Ontologies

This figure shows at an abstract level the potential linkages between our ontology and others that may occur. The top tier (root) of this hypothetical hierarchy is shown as the “All” ontology, which encompasses all of the ontologies in existence. The linkages reflected in the figure show either an “is-a” relationship or a meronymy “part-of” relationship. Thus, the MDFO is “part-of” the MANET ontology, which “is-an” object in the Ad hoc Network ontology, etc.
In the *MANET Distributed Functions Ontology*, there are three major classes. Each class comprises one or more objects; each object has one or more attributes; and each attribute may take the form of a complex data type with one or more values.

The *MANET Function* class (Class I) defines all distributed functions or services that a device in the MANET might need to perform on behalf of the network, along with their assigned minimal set of parameters. The *Network Component Profile* class (Class II) is the class of all devices connected to the MANET. Every device lists the entire set of possible parameters along with their measured levels observed before and during network operation. The *Parameter* class (Class III) specifies the entire set of parameters and their allowable measured levels or ranges for the MANET Function and Network Component Profile classes.

A list of the *MANET Function* Class objects (function names) is shown in Figure 9. We formally defined the functions in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Portal</th>
<th>Cluster-head</th>
<th>User-specified Contact Node</th>
<th>Lightweight Certificate Authority</th>
<th>MANET Rally Point</th>
<th>Web Services Gateway</th>
<th>Long-range Communications Service Provider</th>
<th>Printer Service Provider</th>
<th>Photographic Service Provider</th>
<th>Cross-domain Gateway</th>
<th>Multilevel Secure Connection Node</th>
<th>Policy Enforcement/Policy Decision Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 9  The *MANET Functions* Class
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If we open one of the objects within the MANET Function Class from Figure 9, the relationship between the functions and the parameters becomes quite clear. In the fragment of Class I shown in Figure 10, a specified function (here, the Cluster-head) has an assigned minimal set of parameters that are considered critical to the categories listed as “object attributes.”

![Fragment of the MANET Function Class](image)

For the Cluster-Head, certain parameters are intrinsic to the device (e.g., processing capability, MLS capability, authentication type), while others will change during operation and are dynamic (e.g., battery power, mobility rate). This fact will impact the way that we utilize the MDFO.

The Network Component Profile class contains all of the devices connected to the MANET as “objects.” A fragment of Class II is shown in Figure 11.
Device 1499965 has the intrinsic and dynamic parameters given, with the measured levels located within the braces. For every possible performance and security parameter, there is a separate object attribute in this class.

With respect to the “attribute value types” in this ontology, the types differ according to the anticipated input. Figure 11 has examples of a string type (\{biometric\}), a number type (\{11\}), and an enumerated type (\{longrange, wifi, bluetooth\}).

Lastly, the Parameter class is organized by category (e.g., Link QOS), see Figure 12. The entire set of parameters, independent of distributed function, is specified along with a range of allowable measured levels. Class III allows us to check the validity of input data.
As discussed earlier, the power of an ontology comes from the semantic links between its classes. The links allow for the ability to infer and interpolate among the objects in the ontology. In the next section, we discuss the integration of the ontology into actual MANET operations.

### E. INTEGRATING THE ONTOLOGY INTO AN OPERATIONAL MANET

In Chapter III, we give a high level introduction to the operational vision of the decision framework. We duplicate the framework diagram in Figure 13 to allow for easier reference as we explain the integration of the ontology and the linkages between the classes of the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology.

The MDFO can serve as the basis for MANET decision-making and optimization and correspondingly both control and facilitate the conduct of MANET operations. The actual ontology, the MDFO, is an abstraction that guides the construction of the operational “ontological database.”

---

**Figure 12** Fragment of the Parameter Class
The MDFO Management Mechanism (MMM) is made up of a translator, the ontological database with function matching and inference capability, and the decision-making process. The translator is a mechanism for converting the information collected from the various messages circling the network, into the semantics of the ontology. The output of translation mechanism populates a database that is representative of the MDFO with both static and dynamic information about the devices within the MANET. The dynamic parameters will continue to be updated as MANET operations occur. When a function or service is required, a user or device may send a query to the MDFO. The ontology mechanism will instantiate (or take a subset of) the relevant portion of the ontology based on the service required, and an inference or interpolation may occur as needed. The inference may be required if parameters are not known or if the existing value is deemed to be outdated (e.g., when coupled with a timestamp) or unreasonable. The function-specific instantiation will then be available as input to a subsequent decision-making process.
To further explain the integration of the MDFO into MANET operations, it helps to look from the standpoint of the linkages between classes of the abstraction-level ontology. We summarize the three classes below.

**Class I: MANET Function**

**Objects:** function names

**Attributes:** categories \{**Values** = parameters (partial listing)\}

**Class II: Network Component Profile**

**Objects:** device identification (IDs)

**Attributes:** parameters (full listing) \{**Values** = measured levels\}

**Class III: Parameter**

**Objects:** categories

**Attributes:** parameters \{**Values** = measured level allowable range\}

In the operation of the MANET (per Figure 13), the parameters in the ontology are assigned measured levels. Classes I and III are pre-established to reflect the actual configuration of the MANET and its individual devices, but expandable as needed. In Class II, the static (intrinsic) measured levels of a portion of the parameters will also be pre-established. The dynamic measured levels (measurements or metrics extracted from the MANET context and normalized in the translator) are entered into Class II during operations, per object (device ID) and attribute (parameters). The dynamic measured levels in Class II are then checked against the allowable measured levels in Class III, where allowable ranges are defined for input data accuracy.
When a function or service is required in the conduct of MANET operations, a user or a device inputs a request. The MMM references Class I to find the minimum set of parameters related to the desired function, and then references Class II to assign values for those parameters for each device ID involved in the request. Within the Function Matching and Ontological Inference Algorithm, if either the distributed function or the complete attribute values do not exist in the MDFO, the inference rules are applied to complete the decision data and facilitate the creation of the instantiation.

The flow chart in Figure 14 shows the logical flow of MANET operations in the MMM. The parallelograms represent input, the rectangles represent processing, the diamonds represent decisions, and circles are on-page continuations (i.e., a visual “go to”), here, from the left column of the figure to the right.

![Flow Chart of the Operational Vision](image)

The next section provides a detailed example to show how the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology may be integrated into an operational MANET.
F. DETAILED EXAMPLE

We use a realistic scenario involving five heterogeneous, MANET-capable devices in the context of CONOP #1 (see Figure 15) to illustrate the operational vision described in Section E and to demonstrate the value of integrating the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology into the context of a MANET implementation. The devices are the individual network components of the ontology. Each device is shown to have a lightweight router, due to the requirement that every node must be able to participate in message passing. The axes are used to give a measure of the device locations.

![CONOP #1: MANET Topology](image)

Figure 15 CONOP #1: MANET Topology

A sampling of the device characteristics appears in Table 2.
Table 2  CONOP #1 Device and Link Characteristics

As is apparent, the MANET device information characteristics are disorganized and unwieldy. Additionally, the dynamic parameters listed above may change frequently during operation of the MANET.
1. **MDFO Management Mechanism (MMM)**

   MMM may reside in a dedicated node, or may be assigned as would be a “cluster-head” (i.e., to the node best suited for that responsibility in terms of processing, storage, and security characteristics), or it may be distributed. To guarantee the integrity of information, this mechanism may reside in a protected system such as a Mobile Trusted Module (MTM) [117].

   There are a few common ontological tools available to researchers, such as Stanford’s Protégé [94], that show promise for holding data based upon the ontological model. Protégé allows users to build and populate ontologies. Additionally, the tool may be extended with a Java-based application programming interface to allow applications to access, use, and display ontologies. The current version of Protégé has yet to be extended to actual integrated network operations like the MDFO proposed in this paper. As a result of the lack of scalability of the ontological tools and resource limitations in the MANET nodes, and depending on the size of the MANET, a commercial lightweight database management system may need to be created to implement the MDFO Management Mechanism [65].

2. **Initialization and Update of Static Attributes**

   Before any operations, the domain ontological database (shown in Figure 13) is initialized, filling an operational representation (e.g., the lightweight database management system) of Classes I and III and the static attributes of Class II. Static attributes for this detailed example (Table 2) partially include processor capability, presence of resource hiding hardware, total memory, capabilities, authentication, encryption, and the Common Criteria Evaluated Assurance Level (EAL) assigned to the device. The static attributes are not expected to vary as the MANET devices communicate.

   The initialization of static (intrinsic) values occurs prior to the operational deployment of the MANET. Should a device be allowed to enter the MANET after initialization, that device transmits its static information to the MMM through a network management protocol (e.g., at the router level). For example, to represent the *external*
assurance and functional evaluation level, a device may transmit a binary representation of the Common Criteria Evaluated Assurance Level (EAL) assigned to the device.

During operation, Class II dynamic attributes are collected, updating the device characteristics. Dynamic values can be collected by the MMM via passive listening, through polling of individual devices, or by receiving network management messages sent by devices that are new or have changed. The translator has to extract the parameter value and normalize it into terms consistent with the MDFO. The translator strips the layered header information from the obtained message and reads the data reflecting the input value. The translator will normalize the value into the correct form. In this detailed example, if the MMM receives a message containing a device’s Mobility Rate in miles per hour, it will convert the value to meters per second as required. Dynamic attributes from our detailed example (Table 2) partially include the available memory, battery power, and mobility rate.

3. Processing of Requests

When a distributed function is required during network operations, a user or a device sends a request to perform an operation to the MMM. For this detailed example, we use the “cluster-head” described in Table 1. A cluster-head is a MANET distributed function that makes routing decisions on behalf of the network. This function is assigned to one of the nodes, which acts as a central controller. An example distributed function request would be encapsulated with protocol-dependent information in the header and trailer:

<header> cluster-head <trailer>

The query for the cluster-head initiates the function matching and inference algorithm within the MMM. The request is matched to the respective object(s) in Class I of the ontology. The Class I object “cluster-head” contains information on which parameters are critical for this specific function. Each object (MANET device) in Class II is then instantiated to reflect only the critical parameters. The instantiation is temporarily stored outside of the ontology. In this example, the Class II object “Device 3” is
instantiated. Because the total memory is not as critical for a cluster-head as those parameters stated as attributes in Class I, it is not applicable (N/A) in the instantiation of this class. A fragment of the object “Device 3” is below.

```plaintext
name : {device 3}
mobility rate : {150} m/s
  total memory : {2048} MB # N/A
authentication : {password}
```

The parameter values are evaluated for completeness and checked for accuracy against the value ranges in Class III. If there are missing or inaccurate values, they may be collected by the MMM as outlined in Section F, 2, or they may be inferred from the existing data when possible through the use of a set of inference rules. For example, if “location” is an important parameter, Device 3’s location (“unknown”) may be inferred. We know that the device has attribute “site” with a value “open terminal (café)”. We could access a remote (not located within the MDFO) semantic ontology of cafés that have attributes of location, and infer the actual location of the device that way. An alternative is to interpolate the information based on the link directions to the neighboring devices of known location.

As an additional example of potential inference rules, certain security related parameters may be inferred. If we know the characteristics of the hardware (secure coprocessor, TPM enabled, etc.) or the external evaluation level, we might infer that the overall security posture of the device is high, and, with reasonable confidence, assign the device high values for the remaining security parameters. Other non-MDFO ontologies may be tapped to assist with this inference action.

The output of the process is the function-specific attribute values. This output is the minimal set of values required to characterize a node’s ability to perform the specific function (in this example, the cluster-head). Devices 1 through 5 would have a measured or inferred value for each of the attributes listed in Figure 10. A partial subset for Device 3 follows.
name: {device 3}
mobility rate: {150} m/s
authentication: {password}

The minimal set of parameters for the devices in the MANET may then be fed into a decision-process and the device most capable of providing the cluster-head service may be selected.

This ends our discussion of the first component of the MMM. The output of this component informs the second component, the Value Focused Thinking (VFT) Decision Analysis. We discuss the VFT Decision Analysis in detail in the next chapter.
V. INTRODUCING SECURITY FACTORS INTO MANET MANAGEMENT USING VALUE FOCUSED THINKING (VFT)

The second component of the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology (MDFO) Management Mechanism (MMM) is the Value Focused Thinking (VFT) Decision Analysis. We provide an introduction to VFT as well as a discussion of background and related work. We then explain the qualitative and the quantitative models developed for MANET distributed functions. Finally, we continue the detailed example from Chapter IV by applying VFT to our CONOP.

A. INTRODUCTION

Effectively measuring the security of information systems is one of the eight information security (INFOSEC) technical hard problems identified by the INFOSEC Research Council (IRC) [55]. A lack of security metrics and an inability to combine multi-dimensional metrics into a single measure of the security of a system prevents decision-makers from having a macro-level view of security [55]. We propose integrating aspects of Value Focused Thinking (VFT) into security measurement in order to craft a holistic view of the security of a large system.

Decision analysts within the operations research community utilize VFT to assimilate decision-maker and user input, to incorporate dissimilar measures into decisions, and to provide structure to decision-making by combining factors in a way that is meaningful to the user. We leverage all of these benefits as well as introduce a way to modulate the security of a system based on the user’s current posture.

The VFT approach is an integral part of our MANET decision-making framework. The MANET Distributed Functions Ontology (MDFO) developed in Chapter IV supports a wide range of analysis. Specifically, the ontology yields the minimal attributes required for a device to provide a given function in the MANET, along with device measurements. This input feeds into the MANET Management Mechanism (MMM) Decision-Making Process described in Chapter IV, D. The decision component
includes *Value Focused Thinking* (VFT) *Decision Analysis* and *Node Choice Optimization* functions, see Figure 16. We describe the VFT Decision Analysis in this Chapter.
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**Figure 16** Expanding the Decision-Making Process

VFT Decision Analysis is centered on evaluating the *strength of the node-pair links* across the devices of the MANET. A *node-pair link* is an entity consisting of two MANET devices (“nodes”) and the single channel (“link”) that allows them to communicate. In a MANET formed from \( N \) devices, there could potentially be \( (N-1)! \) node-pair links. We use the node to node link as the fundamental component of analysis rather than the node itself because the underlying purpose of a MANET is to communicate, and communication channel factors help to characterize the node connectivity. The isolated device characteristics are necessary for determining its suitability to perform a function, however, the device’s relationships to its neighbors is
determined not only by the characteristics of the node itself but by the characteristics of the neighbor as well. The analysis of links ultimately leads to the selection of nodes by way of a node’s association with the sum attributes of its direct links. A similar model, called the Barbell Model, exists in the area of capital allocation [74].

To properly evaluate “strength,” we must manage the tradeoffs between non-security functionality and security of each node-pair link. VFT Analysis gives us the ability to handle these competing objectives. The approach involves decomposing the overall objective (strength of the node-pair link) into other sub-objectives, and ultimately, measurable attributes. The attributes that result from this structured approach are utilized in the determination of the minimal set of attributes in the output of the ontology. The VFT process also enables us to meaningfully combine dissimilar factors in an additive way through its use of value functions [67]. Dissimilar factors include measures with differing units as well as those that are non-quantifiable (e.g., categorically measured). Many computer security attributes are categorical in nature and are difficult to incorporate into decision problems. The strength assignments for the node-pair links are the output of the VFT analysis, which become the input to the Node Choice Optimization described in Chapter VI.

The integration of the Value Focused Thinking approach into the MANET management decision process affords four major contributions. First, VFT gives us a structured way to reason about the decision problem as well as a method of accommodating multiple, competing objectives (tradeoffs). The subjectivity inherent in decision-making is controlled in a way that is transparent, defensible, and auditable. Second, VFT allows us to integrate non-quantifiable factors into a decision process in a structured, meaningful way that is also justifiable. Third, the output of the rigorous VFT Decision Analysis directly and succinctly informs the other framework components (MDFO and Node Choice Optimization) through its attribute set determination and its strength assignments, all of which is defensible. Finally, the use of VFT enables the ability to “tune,” or give emphasis to, either security or non-security functionality factors in accordance with the context in which the MANET devices are operating.
In Section B, we give additional background information about Value Focused Thinking. Section C describes the Qualitative VFT Model and Section D the Quantitative VFT Model for the MANET node-pair link strength assessment. Section E continues the detailed example we initially developed in Chapter IV, Section F outlines related work, and Section G provides conclusions and future work.

B. BACKGROUND ON VALUE FOCUSED THINKING

A decision may be defined as “a position or opinion or judgment reached after consideration” [122]. Naturally, all decision processes contain elements of subjectivity. In fact, the mere inclusion or exclusion of an attribute in a decision requires subjective judgment. A very effective way to inject defensible subjectivity is with Value Focused Thinking. VFT is a way to balance “judgments about uncertainties” with a decision-maker’s “preferences for possible outcomes” [67].

Multi-objective Analysis, also known as Value Focused Thinking (VFT), was first presented by Keeney and Raiffa in 1976 [67]. VFT is designed to enable a decision entity to make tradeoffs between competing objectives in a structured fashion. In the VFT approach, emphasis is placed upon what a decision-maker, customer, or subject matter expert values in making the decision. The opposite, more common approach is an alternative-based approach, where the focus is on studying a predetermined set of choices, or alternatives [67]. In an alternative-based approach, if a decision context is extremely complex, alternatives outside of the predetermined set may be missed, even though they may potentially result in a better outcome. The VFT approach focuses on structuring the decision problem as a well-defined hierarchy of fundamental objectives. A fundamental objective expresses what the decision-maker values, or finds most important, in the decision context.

Essentially, the VFT approach is about determining [69]:

(1) What is important (the fundamental objectives)

(2) A way to measure how well the alternatives support the important objectives (the attributes or measures of effectiveness)
These two elements form a structured list known as an *objective hierarchy*. An objective hierarchy is the resulting product of a thorough *qualitative analysis*. A qualitative analysis begins with a comprehensive study of the decision context using two primary sources: document reviews and interviews. The top-most fundamental objective is created and decomposed into sub-objectives and measureable attributes. The fundamental objectives and attributes are typically illustrated in a hierarchical tree-like structure or an affinity diagram. A tier consists of all those objectives or attributes that lie on the same level away from the top-most fundamental objective (the root). A well constructed hierarchy is considered the most essential part of VFT, in that it is the foundation upon which a meaningful result is based [67]. The objective hierarchy must meet certain properties in order for it to be considered “well-defined,” which allows for an effective application of the VFT methodology. These properties include [69]:

- **Completeness** - at each tier of the hierarchy, the objectives or attributes should collectively include everything that is required to evaluate the decision alternatives (“collectively exhaustive”)
- **Non-redundancy** - no two objectives in the same tier should overlap (“mutually exclusive”)
- **Decomposability or Independence** - the levels of attainment of multiple objectives in the same tier should not depend on each other
- **Operability** - elements of the hierarchy should be understandable to the interested audience
- **Small size** - a hierarchy with fewer elements is easier to communicate to an interested audience, and requires fewer attributes to ultimately measure

The *quantitative analysis* component to VFT consists of two major parts. The first part is the development of *value functions* for each of the attributes created during the qualitative model development. A value function assigns a *preference value* (or a measure of the degree to which an objective is achieved by a given alternative) to every attribute. Value functions may be used for both natural and constructed attributes. Natural attributes (measurements and metrics that have common use and interpretation by
everyone) may be measured in units such as dollars, meters, and miles per hour. Constructed attributes (measurements and metrics that are specific only to a given decision context) are often measured categorically in dimensions such as high/medium/low. Through the assignment of a meaningful preference value to attributes within the context of a decision, a decision entity may then combine the factors into a single value [67].

The second part of quantitative analysis is the combination of attribute preference values in such a way as to reflect the tradeoffs inherent in the decision as well as the objectives that the decision-maker values. Various methods exist to allow for the structured estimation of the relative importance of each attribute in the decision.

C. RELATED WORK

The use of Value Focused Thinking has largely been confined to a small sub-discipline within the Operations Research (OR) field. A recent, successful application of Value Focused Decision Analysis to a real world problem occurred during the Department of Defense’s analysis for the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) decisions. Researchers had to quantify important considerations such as “power projection for joint operations” and “enhance soldier and family well-being” in order to better compare base closure alternatives. Operations researchers successfully used the VFT approach to “ensure that the Army had a technically sound, repeatable, and auditable method to determine military value” [37]. VFT is increasingly being used in business-related decision making [82].

There are very few examples of the VFT approach extending into information technology. A group of OR researchers included this approach in their methodology for the analysis of information assurance (IA) strategies, with the fundamental objective: “select the best IA strategy.” This work focused on IA from an organizational perspective, including tradeoffs in the operation of an information system, the needs of the organization, and the costs and best practices of current information systems [45].
A second information technology-related research effort incorporates VFT in examining the organizational impact of mobile technology on a publishing company. This work also focuses at a very high, policy-driven level. Tradeoffs are made in the working process used at the company, the internal communication and knowledge sharing, and the impact on sales and marketing [103].

We now explain the development of the qualitative model using the VFT techniques.

D. INFORMAL QUALITATIVE VFT MODEL OF THE MANET NODE-PAIR LINK STRENGTH ASSESSMENT

The qualitative model begins with the identification of the top-tier fundamental objective. We conduct this VFT Decision Analysis in order to assign an assessment of strength to each member of the set of Node-Pair Links, from which the selection of the most suitable node may be eventually made. As stated earlier, a node-pair link is an entity consisting of two MANET devices (“nodes”) and the channel (“link”) that allows them to communicate. Due to the specific nature of the output of this process, we define the top-tier fundamental objective to maximize the Strength of the Node-Pair Link: Cluster-head (Figure 17). The distributed function listed (e.g., “cluster-head”) will vary in accordance with the requirements of the MANET.

![Strength of the Node-Pair Link Cluster Head](image)

Figure 17 Top-Tier Fundamental Objective

Decomposing this top-tier objective into sub-objectives and, ultimately, measurable attributes, involves a degree of subjectivity. We control these sources of subjectivity by using the structured, defendable, auditable methodology of VFT [69]. To assist with the technical decisions involved in the development of the objective hierarchy, we require expertise and study in the areas of MANET wireless communications and
computer security. Extensive literature review, subject matter expert interviews, and a focus group session helped in the development of the Qualitative Model.

The insight gained from technical experts and from a focus group centered on the important characteristics of a wireless communication channel. Focus groups are useful because group members tend to provide meaningful responses as well as generate new thoughts that are stimulated from other participants [35]. We tasked the group with the purpose of determining the objectives and factors important to successful MANET communications. The focus group consisted of experienced military commanders and communicators. The group’s questions included an introductory, or “warm-up” question, followed by a research question related to the Qualitative Model, see Figure 18. We discuss the focus group questions related to the Quantitative Model in Section E.

**Focus Group Questions: Qualitative Model**

(1) Briefly describe your experiences deploying MANETs as a tactical commander or as a tactical communicator.

(2) How would you characterize the “goodness” of a wireless communication link?

(Note: if the group does not touch upon both non-security functionality and security characteristics of nodes and communications links, lead the discussion towards the neglected aspect).

Figure 18       Focus Group Qualitative Questions

For the subsequent data analysis, we observed patterns or themes among the participants’ responses and noted suggestions that we had not previously considered. The results of combining the input from the technical experts and the focus group are listed in Table 3.
These suggested objectives, along with a comprehensive document review, allow us to collect sufficient knowledge about the decision context for use throughout the VFT process.

The ideas in Table 3 reflect a dichotomy that is commonly seen in computer technologies. Often, an engineering tradeoff must be made between non-security functionality (what a technology can do for a user) and security (how well the technology protects the user’s information). We take this tradeoff into account by decomposing our top-tier fundamental objective into two competing second tier objectives as shown in Figure 19.

Table 3  Subject Matter Expert and Focus Group Insight
Next, we focus on decomposing the “Security of Node-Pair Link” objective. From a security perspective, there are two approaches to evaluating security: strength of security mechanism and assurance of security mechanism [81]. Strength of mechanism describes the conceptual resistance to attack, assuming correct implementation, and is typically on a per-attribute basis. Assurance of mechanism describes the degree of confidence that a system component is built correctly, based upon evidence and analysis. An assurance assessment performed by a third party may take into account the attributes defining strength of mechanism, but in more of a collective fashion.

When considering strength of security mechanism, it is helpful to use the “CIA Triad” consisting of the three commonly held computer security requirements: confidentiality (“C,” the concealment of information or resources), integrity (“I,” the trustworthiness of data or resources, which includes both data integrity and origin integrity), and availability (“A,” the ability to use the information or resource desired) [51]. The Venn diagram in Figure 20 reflects the fact that, depending on the security policy in place, these requirements may necessitate tradeoffs that depend on the overall network security objectives. A system that exhibits C, I, and A is in the portion of the Venn diagram that is labeled “Secure” with respect to all three policies. However, as these attributes are not binary, the exact position in this acceptable space will depend upon the tradeoffs in our qualitative model. Depending on the situation, the security policy may not require all three security requirements, and placement within the acceptable space may vary widely.
To reflect the strength of mechanism and assurance of mechanism, we decompose the Security of Node-Pair Link into a combined objective reflecting the confidentiality and the integrity of the node-pair link, and a separate attribute reflecting the assurance as shown in Figure 21. Note the convention of utilizing boxes for fundamental objectives and ovals for measurable attributes. We discuss the actual measurement of the attributes in Section E.

Availability is assured within our decision framework in two ways. First, we include link quality factors in the decomposition of the Non-Security Functionality of Node-Pair Link objective. Second, we focus on availability through connectivity during the node choice optimization component in the next chapter.
Next, we focus on decomposing the “Non-Security Functionality of Node-Pair Link” objective. Both link communication attributes and node capability add value to the strength of a node-pair link. Quality of Service (QOS) is the ability to provide varying levels of performance to different applications or users in the event of limited network capacity [59][11][77]. The focus of QOS is on end-to-end communications as well as those characteristics most visible to the user [100]. When we look at two MANET nodes, it is useful to characterize the quality of the link by utilizing well established QOS metrics, including throughput, latency, jitter, and packet loss [59][11]. We have called the objective related to link communication Provide Link Quality of Service. Although the node characteristics naturally impact the link performance, there are capabilities provided in the nodes themselves that would allow the node-pair link to better perform a distributed function. As an example, a cluster-head may require additional memory in a node in order to store a large number of routing tables. The resulting decomposition of the Non-Security Functionality of Node-Pair Link is shown in Figure 22.
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The final step in the development of the qualitative model is to decompose these objectives into measureable attributes. We have already done this with the Assurance of Security Mechanism attribute. The measure for this attribute may derive from a number of different external evaluation systems including the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) [31], the Common Criteria [81], and the Protection Level (PL) scheme [33]. The remaining branches of the objective hierarchy require one or more attributes that may be used to evaluate an alternative’s impact on the decomposed (higher tier) objective. This is the point at which the objective hierarchies differ for the various
MANET distributed functions. An attribute central to one of the functions may not be as critical to another. For the cluster-head function, we include the following measureable attributes based upon interviews, the focus group, and literature review. The attributes are listed under their respective third-tier fundamental objective (in italics), all of which have been discussed previously.

- **Provide Link Quality of Service (QOS):** We include two of the well established QOS metrics (throughput and latency), as well as an attribute peculiar to MANETs (mobility rate) that QOS literature does not address [59][11][16].
  - Throughput. The amount of data transferred from one device to another in a specified amount of time. Typically, throughput is less than bandwidth due to message protocol overhead. This rate at which information may be sent over a link directly impacts link QOS [32].
  - Latency. The amount of time it takes for a packet to move across a network connection. When there is high latency, users experience a delay in packet delivery, which in turn impacts the speed and capacity of their network [59].
  - Mobility rate. The faster the nodes are moving in relation to each other, the more likely that obstructions, interference, and decreased signal strength will occur [16]. This attribute is especially relevant given the mobile nature of MANET devices. Mobile devices are being embedded in vehicles, aircraft, and other fast moving objects to the detriment of link QOS.

- **Provide Node Capabilities:** We include attributes only to the extent that they are independent from their ability to support the link QOS attributes.
  - Processing capability. The number of instructions per second that the microprocessor is capable of processing. A larger number of
instructions per second results in faster computing, which is important in distributed functions requiring many calculations.

- Available memory. Within a computer system, memory is used to retain digital data for future computation. The memory could be collocated with the CPU chip, on the motherboard near the CPU, or external to the system (known as secondary storage). A distributed function such as the cluster-head may require the storage of data structures holding routing information. In our context, we are more concerned with the speed of data retrieval than with memory expenditure, so we distinguish between the different types of memory (e.g., cache, dynamic random access memory, flash).

- Battery power. The ability of a device to participate in MANET functions and communications is dependent on the electrical energy that the device’s battery is able to produce. Message transmission drains this energy due to antenna power requirements. Battery power is a finite resource, as once a mobile device runs out of power, a recharge operation must occur.

- Multilevel Security (MLS) Capability. A MLS capability allows a device to process information that is classified at different security levels by using mechanisms designed to prevent a user session from accessing information that it is not authorized to view or modify. We suggest that a device with a MLS capability has increased network connectivity, as it may interact with devices of dissimilar classification levels under the right security conditions.

- **Strength of Security Mechanism (to Provide C & I):** We include attributes that portray device’s ability to support the communications policy with respect to both confidentiality and integrity during its participation in MANET communications.
o Encryption method. Encryption (the process of turning information into a form that is unreadable to only those possessing special knowledge, or a key) helps to address the two security requirements of confidentiality and integrity. The harder it is to break the cryptographic algorithm used to encrypt messages, the more secure the communication is from certain vulnerability attacks against confidentiality and integrity.

o Existence of resource hiding hardware. A device may incorporate a mechanism designed to store internal resources such as cryptographic keys in a way that obscures their presence from external observers [107][115][71]. This attribute receives attention in both the government (e.g., the Army requires “trusted computing” components in all of its systems) and in industry (e.g., Intel’s ClassmatePC has a TPM) [72][57].

o Authentication type. An authentication mechanism verifies the digital identity of the user prior to a session on a device. There are two different authentication concerns in a MANET, human user-to-device, and device-to-device. To characterize a device’s ability to prevent an unauthorized user from accessing MANET resources, we focus on user-to-device authentication mechanisms. The higher the number of different authentication factors (methods of verifying identity), the higher the accuracy in verifying the user identity.

o User qualification. We suggest that the user of a device may be an indicator of how well the device’s security mechanisms are being employed. We assess a user’s level of responsibility and technical knowledge in the measurement of this attribute.
We show the final objective hierarchy for the Cluster-head distributed function in Figure 23. The boxes represent fundamental objectives and the ovals represent measureable attributes. This hierarchy represents our Qualitative VFT Model of the MANET Node-Pair Link Strength Assessment.
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This final objective hierarchy informs the next component of the VFT process, the Quantitative Analysis.
E. QUANTITATIVE VFT MODEL OF THE MANET NODE-PAIR LINK STRENGTH ASSESSMENT

The qualitative model described in Section D provides the measureable attributes used to characterize the strength of a node-pair link. The value functions for each of these individual attributes (known as single attribute value functions) are central to the quantitative model. In fact, the resulting validity of the VFT Decision Analysis has more to do with the accuracy of these value functions than with the weighting scheme employed when combining the measures [69].

In the development of the quantitative model, we add additional focus group input based on the questions listed in Figure 24. The first question serves as a transition to the quantitative research. The subsequent questions assist in the crafting of value functions and preference value composition.

**Focus Group Questions: Quantitative Model**

1. What do you know about the use of a cluster head in a MANET?
2. The context is a ground-based MANET with a requirement for a cluster head. For the following factor:
   - what is an appropriate measure for the factor
   - what are realistic minimum and maximum measurement levels for the measure
   - what “value” should be assigned to the intervals between the measurement levels

Repeat this for every factor introduced by the focus group in (2).

3. For the factors we have discussed, rate their contribution to device strength (High / Low) or function (High / Low) as appropriate.

Repeat this for every factor introduced by the focus group in (2).

Figure 24 Focus Group Quantitative Questions

As stated earlier, a value function assigns a preference value (a measure of the degree to which a given alternative achieves an objective) to every attribute. The methodology for constructing the single attribute value functions is twofold. First, we
decide how to measure the attribute (e.g., Node Pair Mobility Rate in miles per hour) to include the range (minimum and maximum of possible scores) of its measured level. Second, we assign a return to scale. Used in economic theory for production functions, a return to scale is a property that analyzes the changes in output following a proportional change in its inputs [108]. When used in VFT Analysis, value functions measure the returns to scale (“preference values”) of the measured levels. For example, if we “prefer” an increase in Mobility Rate from 0 miles per hour (mph) to 2 mph more than an increase from 2 mph to 10 mph, we would assign a higher preference value for that input increment. To define the returns to scale, we use the method presented in [37]. A second method, known as the ARGUS Method, has also been applied to the determination of returns to scale [30].

As the returns to scale are defined, the value functions must be either monotonically increasing or monotonically decreasing in order to allow for the eventual summation of the entire set of attributes. A monotonically increasing function means that higher measurement levels (scores) are preferred over lower ones, while a monotonically decreasing function means that lower levels are preferred over higher levels [69].

Value functions may be continuous or discrete and can take a number of different forms (e.g., linear, concave, convex, or s-curve). All of these forms may be increasing or decreasing. Our quantitative model uses discrete value functions. Our approach is to assume a piecewise linear function. A piecewise linear function may be mathematically defined as:

\[ f \text{ is a piecewise linear function if and only if:} \]
\[ (x_i, x_j) \text{ can be partitioned into a finite number of sub-intervals,} \]
\[ \text{s.t. on each sub-interval, } i, \text{ } f \text{ is equal to a linear function} \]
\[ f(x) = a_i x + b_i \]

Figure 25 shows a piecewise linear function approximating a continuous function.
For each of the twelve attributes specific to the Cluster-head function, we now explain the measurement levels and the value functions reflecting the returns to scale.

For the platform-driven attributes of processing capability, available memory, and battery power, we investigated the specifications for current military and civilian handheld communications devices.

Military communications devices assessed include the Falcon III AN/PRC-152 manufactured by the Harris Corporation and the AN/PRC-148 manufactured by Thales Communications, Inc. Both of these devices are heavily utilized by ground forces, are Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) software capable, and are MANET capable. See Figure 26 [46][109].
A user connects a handheld to the radio via a serial interface cable. The radio acts as a wireless modem for the terminal using either point to point or broadcast connections. The radio can act as an intranetworking or gateway node to exchange voice and user data [95]. The configuration is depicted in Figure 27.

The limiting factor for participation in MANET communications are the radios themselves, thus it is important to consider the platform characteristics of these MANET-capable radios.

Civilian communications devices assessed included two currently popular smartphones (the BlackBerry 9000 and the iPhone) as well as a handheld computer (the OQO Model 01+). See Figure 28 [110][12][6][49][111].
Although the smartphones typically communicate through the public switched telephone network, they may also communicate by a point to point or broadcast connection using Wifi or Bluetooth interfaces (Figure 29). The OQO handheld communicates via the internet, but may also be configured for Wifi or Bluetooth communication.

The assessment of these devices includes attributes and measurements from the product specification and allows us to see the general measured levels reached in this technology, circa 2008. As we develop the value functions, we consider the capabilities of a device as deployed within the limitations of our operational MANET context (see Chapter III).

The value function generation for the twelve measureable attributes follows. Note that we model all attributes as monotonically increasing, piecewise linear value functions except both the latency and the mobility rate, which are monotonically decreasing. We represent the measurement levels of categorical attributes (e.g., encryption method) as a bar chart. Additionally, we have previously defined each of the attributes in Section D.
• **Throughput**: High throughput results in better link quality because more information is able to be transmitted over the medium. We consider throughput to be a better gauge of link quality than bandwidth, which is a higher theoretical rate seldom realized due to factors such as overhead requirements and channel inconsistencies. We prefer high throughput. The measure is in megabits per second (Mbps), and is assigned to the link itself. Most currently popular devices support Wi-Fi (wireless networking). Standards include 802.11b (with a realistic throughput of 4.3 Mbps with a maximum throughput of 11 Mbps) and 802.11g (19 Mbps/54 Mbps). Other Wi-Fi standards for consideration include Legacy Wi-Fi (0.9 Mbps/2 Mbps), 802.11a (23 Mbps/54 Mbps), and the newer standards of 802.11n (74 Mbps/248 Mbps) and 802.11y (23 Mbps/54 Mbps). Another factor to consider is that the throughput for an Army brigade communications link is typically 3.088 Mbps [32]. We set the maximum measurement level at 74 Mbps, a realistic throughput using 802.11n. If there is no throughput, the preference value is 0. We show the throughput value function in Figure 30.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mbps (assigned to the link)</td>
<td>Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Throughput Value Function](image)

• **Latency**: Latency is a measure of the delay in transmitting a message through a communications channel. Network users observe latency as a decrease in network speed (the rate at which uploads and downloads of information occur). Latency is orthogonal to throughout, in that an increase in latency coincides with a decrease in throughput. Latency may be measured as either one-way delay or round-trip
delay. We use round-trip delay as the measurement level because it is more common in QOS literature [11][77]. In computer network administration, Ping tests and Traceroute determine round-trip delay in a network connection by sending a test packet to a remote destination and timing its return. We prefer low latency. The measure is in milliseconds (ms), and is assigned to the link itself. The telephone industry rule of thumb is that a human can tolerate a latency of 100 ms before his conversation breaks down [20]. DSL and cable connections typically have a latency of 25 ms, while satellite connections have a long delay of 250 ms [20]. We set the maximum measurement level at 250 ms. If there is no latency, the preference value is 10. We show the latency value function in Figure 31.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Preference Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ms (assigned to the link)</td>
<td>milliseconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 31 Latency Value Function

- **Mobility Rate**: High mobility typically results in intermittent link connectivity, potentially due to exceeding device communications distance limitations and signal degradation due to terrain obstructions. We prefer low mobility. The measure is in miles per hour (mph), and is a relative value between the devices of the Node-Pair Link. We assume the worst case, in that both devices are moving in opposite directions. Thus, the measured level is the summation of the two device mobility rates. The maximum mobility rate is 120 mph, or twice the speed of a military vehicle (the HMMWV) moving tactically at 60 mph [70]. A soldier carrying a load of 35 pounds can move at a sustained pace of 5 mph. We set the maximum measurement level to 120 mph. If the devices are both stationary, the preference value is 10. We show the mobility rate value function in Figure 32.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Mobility Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miles / hour (relative)</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 32  Mobility Rate Value Function

- **Processing Capability**: As stated earlier, a higher number of instructions per second results in faster computing, which is important in distributed functions requiring many calculations. “Instructions per second” is calculated using the microprocessor’s frequency and its cycles per instruction (the number of clock cycles required for a microprocessor to execute an instruction). The calculation does not take into account the impact of memory hierarchy on processor performance [3]. We prefer high processing capability. The measure is in millions of instructions per second (MIPS). The measured level is the greatest lower bound (GLB) of the processing capability of the two devices in the Node-Pair Link. Looking at the devices studied, the Blackberry has an Intel XScale PXA270 processor (624 MHz, 800 MIPS), the iPhone has an ARM 1173 processor (620 MHz, 740 MIPS), the OQO has a Transmeta Crusoe TM5800 processor (1.0 GHz, 1,000 MIPS), and Intel’s Itanium processor (1.0 GHz, 1200 MIPS) [75]. Intel’s latest Core 2 Micro-architecture improves upon the processor’s use of available clock cycles and power and returns to lower clock speeds [56]. We set the maximum measurement level to 1,200 MIPS. If the device has a processing capability below 500 MIPS, the preference value is 1. We show the processing capability value function in Figure 33.
Available Memory: Greater available memory typically results in better node-pair capability because data such as computational results, keys, routing tables, and messages may be stored for efficient retrieval. Relevant types of memory include cache, dynamic random access memory (DRAM), and secondary storage such as flash memory. However, the focus of our attribute is on the amount of available memory, not the type. We discuss the types of memory for the sake of completeness. The measure is in mega bytes (MB). The measured level is the higher available memory of the two devices in the Node-Pair Link. Looking at the devices studied, the Blackberry has 1,000 MB of primary memory, the iPhone has 128 MB of RAM (if sysctl() is used, there is evidence of memory partitioning with 117 MB of physical memory and 11 MB reserved for the graphics chip), and the OQO has 512 MB of DDR RAM [49]. We use these memory numbers as measurement levels since they are all on-board, or close to the CPU. Each device has secondary storage (e.g., the iPhone has 4,000 MB and 8,000 MB flash memory capability, the OQO has a 30,000 MB shock-mounted hard drive). However, in a military setting, a mobile handheld should have the capability to destroy its memory quickly (zero out sensitive data) if attacked. Flash, for example, would need to be repeatedly written to until the memory is “blackened.” Because writing to a secondary device is a relatively slow process, it is best to use RAM with a battery backup, from which sensitive information can be removed more easily [99]. We also allow for improvements in technology by setting the
maximum measurement level to 2,000 MB. If neither device has any available memory, then the preference value is 0. We show the available memory value function in Figure 34.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Available Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MB (higher of 2 nodes)</td>
<td>MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preference Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 34     Available Memory Value Function

- **Battery Power**: Higher battery power typically results in better link quality because the device’s antenna draws from the battery’s electrical energy. Also, a device with higher battery power may be able to operate for a longer duration without undergoing a recharge operation. We prefer a higher amount of battery power. The measure is in hours of internet usage, a common gauge for civilian handheld specifications (versus watts of power output available). The measured level is the greatest lower bound (GLB) of the battery power of the two devices in the Node-Pair Link. Ten hours is typically the maximum of today’s devices, but we expand the range to incorporate a 50% improvement in battery sources, to 15 hours. As batteries age, they tend to lose their ability to hold a charge. Because we use hours for this measure, this attribute will naturally reflect the battery inefficiency due to age factors. If both devices fall below one hour of battery power remaining, then the preference value is 1. We show the battery power value function in Figure 35.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Battery Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hours (GLB of 2 nodes)</td>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 35  Battery Power Value Function

- **MLS (Multilevel Security) Capability**: For this attribute, we focus on the reachability aspect of MLS. A stronger MLS Capability typically results in better node-pair capability because the MLS device may have connectivity with a greater number of other devices (it may reach devices of different classifications as specified in the security policy). Reachability is important to the cluster-head’s routing responsibilities. We prefer a strong MLS capability. The measure reflects a classification scheme of multi-user operating modes taken from within the defense community. There are 3 major operating modes [106]:
  
  - **dedicated mode** - all user sessions on a device have permission to access any of the data on that device. No built-in multilevel access control mechanisms are required as long as physical mechanisms prevent unauthorized users from accessing the system.
  
  - **system high mode** - all user sessions on a device have the correct sensitivity level to access any of the data on the device, but not all of the user sessions have a “need to know” for all of the data. The device must have a mechanism to restrict access of data to user sessions that do not need to know (e.g., file access mechanisms used in a typical multiuser system).
  
  - **multilevel mode** - not all user sessions on the device have sensitivity attributes that enable them to access all of the data stored on the device.
The device must have an access control mechanism that enforces MLS restrictions as well as mechanisms to enforce multiuser file access restrictions.

The measured level is the weaker of the two devices’ MLS capabilities in the Node-Pair Link. We prefer a stronger MLS capability. Despite its more complex security mechanisms, a device with a multilevel mode capability may hold data of different sensitivities and allow for greater reachability to devices in different security classes. As a result, the maximum measurement level is multilevel mode. If either device has no mechanism in place to prevent unauthorized access, the preference value is 0. We show the MLS capability value function in Figure 36.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>MLS Capability</th>
<th>Preference Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no mechanism to prevent unauthorized access</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dedicated mode</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system high mode</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multilevel mode</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 36** MLS Capability Value Function

- **Encryption Method**: A strong encryption method typically results in better Node-Pair Link security because a higher rated encryption algorithm better protects against vulnerability attacks on the confidentiality and integrity of transmitted information. We prefer a stronger encryption method. The measure incorporates the National Security Agency’s (NSA) encryption classification scheme [104]:
  - NSA Type 1 Encryption is a system-based evaluation of classified and controlled cryptographic items. Algorithms used in NSA-approved Type 1 encryption systems include the Advance Encryption Standard (AES) and Skipjack.
o NSA Type 2 Encryption is also a system-based evaluation, but the cryptographic items may not be used for classified information. Type 2 encryption contains NSA-approved encryption algorithms such as Cordoba.

o NSA Type 3 Encryption is algorithm-based, with many of the provably stronger encryption algorithms included (e.g., AES, 3DES). These algorithms are appropriate for sensitive, unclassified information on non-national security systems.

o NSA Type 4 Encryption is algorithm-based, with notably weaker (defined as “broken”) encryption algorithms. These algorithms cannot be used on classified information, and are exportable.

The NSA Encryption classification scheme is a proper measure because it not only takes into account the strength of the encryption algorithm, but also includes strength of encryption frameworks such as public key cryptography, symmetric key cryptography, and Elliptical Curve Cryptography (ECC). ECC has a great potential for use in mobile devices because it is a secure, lightweight encryption scheme. The military’s JTRS radios use NSA Type 1 endorsed encryption. If devices within a deployed MANET use different encryption schemes, an interoperability problem exists. The MANET itself may require mechanisms to handle the segmentation of the network due to the differing encryption schemes. The measured level is the greater lower bound (GLB) of the encryption category of the two nodes. The maximum measurement level is Type 1 encryption. If the devices of the node-pair do not employ encryption, the preference value is 0. We show the encryption method value function in Figure 37.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Encryption Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type (GLB of 2 nodes)</td>
<td>Encryption Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSA Type 4 encryption algorithm</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSA Type 3 encryption algorithm</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSA Type 2 encryption system</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSA Type 1 encryption system</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 37 Encryption Method Value Function

- **Existence of Resource-Hiding Hardware**: The stronger the type of resource-hiding hardware utilized, the better the Node-Pair Link security due to the fact that secrets such as keys may be protected from unauthorized disclosure and secure (“hidden”) computation may occur. These resource-hiding capabilities serve to increase the protection of a system against confidentiality and integrity attacks. We prefer a stronger implementation of resource-hiding hardware. The measure incorporates five categories, three of which follow the *Mobile Trusted Module* (MTM) architecture. The MTM specification is derived from the *Trusted Platform Module* (TPM), but has applicability to lightweight, mobile devices [107][115]. The specification itself outlines standards for the API level and format, but does not specify implementation in order to give a system designer flexibility in the hardware level. Chip makers create the lowest level of services defined in the specifications. They incorporate the specification either as discrete silicon chips, chipsets, or system-on-a-chip [118]. The higher measurement levels include MTM enabled with a secure processor (e.g., XOM, AEGIS, VSCOP), MTM enabled with a secure co-processor (also referred to as a micro-controller, e.g., tamper-resistant crypto modules such as IBM’s 4758, the Chinese-made Hengzhi Security Chip being put into Lenovo PC’s, and Intel’s Southbridge chipset being used in some TPM implementations), and MTM enabled with PKI Smartcard (e.g., the IBM Embedded Security System Chip, a public key smartcard). A device may also be Trusted Zone Enabled (e.g., Juniper Networks
makes a Netscreen Hardware Firewall that utilizes trusted and untrusted zones) [83]. The measured level is the existence of the capability in either node. If the devices of the node-pair do not have resource-hiding hardware, then the preference value is 0. We show the existence of resource hiding hardware value function in Figure 38.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Existence of Resource-Hiding Hardware</th>
<th>Preference Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trust Zone / MTM Enabled (capability exists in either node)</td>
<td>Resource-Hiding Hardware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trusted Zone Enabled</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTM enabled with PKI smartcard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTM enabled with secure coprocessor (micro-controller)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTM enabled with secure processor</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 38   Existence of Resource Hiding Hardware Value Function

- **Authentication Type:** The stronger the authentication type and the greater the number of authentication factors used, the better the Node-Pair Link security since the probability of a correct user identification is increased. Authentication protects the origin integrity of data. We prefer a stronger authentication type. The measure incorporates six measurement levels, all with various combinations of the primary authentication methods: information known only to the user (e.g., password), an item in the user’s possession (e.g., token or key), and an intrinsic physical or behavioral trait specific to the user (e.g., biometric). The measured level is greater lower bound (GLB) of the authentication type of the two nodes. Currently, passwords are the most widely used authentication mechanism, and there is interest in two factor authentication for smartphones including Smartphone Security v7.3 and RSA SecurID Software Token 2.2 [112]. The maximum measurement level is three-factor authentication, which would also
include a biometric. If the devices have a single password authentication scheme, the preference value is 1. We show the authentication type value function in Figure 39.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>n-Factor Authentication (GLB of 2 nodes)</th>
<th>n-Factor Authentication</th>
<th>Preference Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pwd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>token</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bio</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two-factor authentication without bio</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two-factor authentication with bio</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three-factor authentication with bio</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 39 Authentication Type Value Function](image)

• **User Qualification**: We suggest that a higher level of user responsibility and technical knowledge is an indicator that a device is configured in a secure fashion, so the resulting Node-Pair Link security is higher. User qualification helps in ensuring the integrity of information. We prefer a higher classification of user qualification. The measure incorporates five measurement levels. In the military, a high level manager has increased responsibility, more technical expertise, and the ability to obtain immediate technical support. An administrator of a network is the technical expert for the device and the network. We define a senior operator as more experienced with technology than a junior operator. The measured level is that of the node with the lower ranking. The maximum measurement level is the commander or high level manager. If one of the devices has an unknown user, the preference value is 0. We show the user qualification value function in Figure 40.
**Assurance of Security Mechanism:** A high assurance of security mechanism means that a system component (e.g., a firewall) is built with rigor, based upon evidence and analysis. A third-party rigorous assessment provides a collective, holistic view of the component’s security. Examples of external evaluation systems include the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) [31], the Common Criteria [81], and the Protection Level (PL) [33]. We prefer high assurance of mechanism. As a measure, we have chosen the current standard of the Common Criteria, with its numerical rating system of the Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL). The EAL rating scheme goes from unrated up to an EAL of 7. The measured level is the greater lower bound (GLB) of the rating of the two devices. Currently, the highest evaluated mobile platform is the Blackberry, which is rated at a 2+ [12]. Since the establishment of the National Information Assurance Partnership (NIAP) in 1997 (the organization that manages the Common Criteria process), there have been 3 out of a total of 127 evaluated systems in the EAL 5 to EAL 7 range [9]. In our measurement levels, we allow for both technical growth and for an increase in the number of commercial vendors willing to spend the time and expense to have their products rated in the Common Criteria system. The maximum measurement level is an EAL rating of 7. If a device is unrated or has a rating of 1, the preference value is 0. We show the assurance of security mechanism value function in Figure 41.
The purpose of the twelve value functions developed above is to convert between the measured levels of a device for a given attribute and the preference value created from decision-maker input. As a first step towards an automated means of conducting this conversion, we enter the twelve value functions into an Excel spreadsheet. Given a measured level for an attribute, a Visual Basic Macro performs the preference value assignment by iterating through the piecewise linear function’s sub-intervals, see Figure 42. An underscore ( _ ) represents a continuation to the next line.

```vbnet
Function ValueFL(k As Double, kL, vL)
    i = 2
    If kL(i) > kL(i-1) Then
        Do While k > kL(i)
            i = i + 1
        Loop
        ValueFL = vL(i-1)
        + (vL(i) - vL(i-1)) * (k - kL(i-1)) / (kL(i) - kL(i-1))
    Else
        Do While k < kL(i)
            i = i + 1
        Loop
        ValueFL = vL(i-1)
        + (vL(i) - vL(i-1)) * (kL(i) - k) / (kL(i) - kL(i-1))
    End If
End Function
```

Figure 41   Assurance of Security Mechanism Value Function

Figure 42   Preference Value Assignment Visual Basic Macro [69]
The Macro in Figure 42 contains a single function, the Value Piecewise Linear function. ValuePL( ) takes 3 arguments (x, X_i, V_i) as input.

- \( x \) = the measured level of the attribute
- \( X_i \) = the attribute measurement levels (x-axis)
- \( V_i \) = the preference values (y-axis)
  
  \( (i = \) a counter that allows iteration through the segments)  

The “If” part of the function is for monotonically increasing value functions while the “Else” part is for monotonically decreasing functions. The “Do While” loop iterates through the straight line segments of the piecewise linear function and identifies the segment in which the measured value (x) falls. The “ValuePL” equation calculates the preference value using the equation for the identified segment.

The end result is a preference value assignment for each of the attributes for a given Node-Pair Link. Through the assignment of a meaningful preference value to attributes within the context of the decision, the decision entity may then combine the factors into a single value [67].

The second part of quantitative analysis is to combine the attribute preference values in such a way as to reflect the decision tradeoffs and the decision-maker’s objectives. We call this preference value composition. We use the swing-weight matrix technique for the structured weighting of the relative importance of each attribute in the decision. The utility function that combines the individual attributes with respect to each alternative node-pair link consists of an additive function, as described below.

\[
i = \text{the index of the individual attribute being considered, up to } n \text{ attributes} \\
\text{(for this example, } i = \{1, ..., 12\}\text{)} \\
x = \text{the node-pair link being evaluated} \\
\nu_i(x) = \text{the individual attribute } (i) \text{ preference value assignment} \\
\text{for the evaluated node-pair link } (x) \\
w_i = \text{the relative weight assigned to the individual attribute } (i) \\
\nu(x) = \text{the preference value assignment for the node-pair link being evaluated} (x) \]
The Preference Value Composition Function:

\[ v(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i v_i(x) \]

The weights across all of the individual attributes \((i)\) must sum to 1:

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i = 1 \]

This overall preference value assignment, \(v(x)\), is specific for a given node-pair link. This preference value represents the *Strength of the Node-Pair Link*.

The final source of subjectivity that we must control is in the assignments of the weights \((w_i)\). To make a meaningful, defendable, and auditable weight assignment based on decision-maker input, we use the Swing Weight Matrix Method. This approach was first developed for use in the U.S. Army’s Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) analysis [37], to better assess and explain attribute weights. The matrix is central to our ability to make the trade-offs between the multiple, competing objectives identified in our qualitative analysis. We use the weight matrix shown in Figure 43 for our VFT Decision Analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variability among Devices</th>
<th>Contribution to Strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 43*  Assigning Attribute Weights
The Swing Weight Matrix Method defines two factors that impact attribute weighting: importance and variation. The technique follows four steps [37]:

1. Define the importance and variance dimensions

We define the importance dimension as the extent to which an attribute contributes to strength (our top-tier fundamental objective). In a normal MANET mode of operation where time is not critical, devices may implement all security mechanisms and adhere to all security policy, even if there is some loss of non-security functionality. We rank contributions to security higher in importance than the non-security related functionality in our function assignment decision. The security-related attributes are in the first two columns and the non-security functionality-related attributes are in the right two columns of the matrix.

We define the variance dimension as the extent to which an attribute changes in measured level across the node-pair links throughout the MANET. In highly uniform MANETs where the devices are purchased from the same vendor and have similar characteristics, there is low variability among many of node-pair links. Factors that change during run time (e.g., battery power and available memory) may have high variance across the devices. Military networks are often highly uniform.

The matrix shown in Figure 43 reflects an increasing contribution to strength from right to left and a decreasing variability among devices from top to bottom.

2. Place the measures in the matrix

After defining the matrix, we place the attributes into the matrix. Decision-maker and focus group discussion is important in this step. We assess an attribute based on both importance and variability. Comparisons across attributes also help to order the attributes. The end product of this step is the matrix with our 12 attributes placed in appropriate cells, Figure 44.
Figure 44  
Attribute Placement into the Swing Matrix

(3)  Assess the swing weights

Next, we assign a swing weight, $f_i$, to all the matrix cells. In all weighting techniques, it is important to guarantee the proper range of weights between the highest and lowest weighted attribute [37]. To ensure that we have significant variability between the preference values assigned to the individual node-pair links, we vary the swing weights from 5 to 100 with steps of varying sizes (100, 75, 50, 25, 15, and 5). The highest swing weight ($f_i = 100$) is in the upper left cell, the lower weight in the bottom right cell.

(4)  Calculate the global weights

We generate the relative weights assigned to each of the individual attributes ($w_i$) with a normalization function. The Normalized Global Weight Function looks like:

$$w_i = \frac{f_i}{\sum_{w_i} f_i}$$
\[ i \] = the index of the individual attribute being considered, up to \( n \) attributes here, \( i = \{1, \ldots, 12\} \)

\[ f_i \] = the matrix swing weight assigned to the individual attribute \((i)\)

\[ w_i \] = the relative weight assigned to the individual attribute \((i)\)

We list the resulting normalized global weights in Table 4. We use the resulting normalized global weights in the Preference Value Composition Function.

![Table 4](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Global Weight</th>
<th>Matrix Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ThruPut</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobRate</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProcCapab</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvailMem</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BtryPwr</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLS_Capab</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsrcHide</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authent</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserQual</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assurance</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>605</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4** Weight Assignments in Normal Mode

An interesting feature that arises from the use of the Swing Weight Matrix Method is the ability to “tune security,” or to reassess the importance of security to MANET function assignment. We have the ability to vary attribute weightings according to a given context. In our analysis above, we discussed a MANET operating in normal mode. When an emergency occurs and time is critical, we often must turn off some
security in order to maximize non-security functionality. In an emergency context, decision-makers may change the importance dimension to reflect a higher priority on non-security functionality. The decision-makers may decide that the risk of unintended information disclosure or modification is acceptable in order to attend to the emergency. To show how to tune the weightings of our attributes, we alter the contribution of the attributes in the swing weight matrix by shifting non-security functionality to the left side of the matrix, where the assigned weightings are higher (Figure 45).

![Figure 45: Assigning Attribute Weights in Emergency Mode](image)

This reweighting amounts to a shift in the decision-maker’s emphasis and a corresponding change in the tradeoffs between objectives. The final Node-Pair Link strength ratings change, as those devices with higher functionality become preferred in the selection of a MANET function (e.g., Cluster-head).

The VFT Decision Analysis component of the framework described above is now applied to the detailed example.
F. DETAILED EXAMPLE

In this section, we resume our development of the detailed example in order to apply the VFT Decision Analysis component of our decision framework to a realistic scenario. We continue to make use of the first Concept of the Operation (CONOP #1): the five-device MANET. The network topology for this CONOP is shown again in Figure 46 for convenient reference.

![Figure 46 CONOP #1: MANET Topology](image)

The output of the ontological component of the MDFO Management Module (MMM) is the minimal set of function-specific attribute values. This data set is the input of the VFT Decision Analysis. We demonstrate the qualitative analysis and the quantitative analysis of the VFT component of the MMM as applied to CONOP #1.
1. Qualitative Analysis

For CONOP #1, the top-tier fundamental objective mirrors the one in the qualitative analysis that we perform in Section V, D. The objective is to maximize the Strength of the Node-Pair Link: Cluster-head. As a result, the qualitative model is the same. The final objective hierarchy, which identifies fundamental objectives and attributes, is repeated in Figure 47.

![Objective Hierarchy for the Cluster-head Distributed Function](image)

Figure 47 Objective Hierarchy for the Cluster-head Distributed Function

This final objective hierarchy informs the next component of the VFT process, the Quantitative Analysis.
2. Quantitative Analysis

For this example, the practical application of the quantitative analysis is spreadsheet-based. The objective hierarchy developed above provides the headings for the Quantitative Model spreadsheet, see Figure 48. The top-level fundamental objective is in the upper portion of the fragment, followed by the second and the third tier objectives. Note that the darker shade represents fundamental objectives while the lighter shade represents the measurable attributes. The numbers beneath the objectives and the attributes indicate the local weights, or the weights with respect to the other elements of the same parent objective. The bottom row lists the global weights of the attributes with respect to the entire system. We discuss the weight vector generation later in this section. Note that the total global weight sums to 1.0.

Figure 48  Fragment I of the Quantitative Model

The single attribute value functions shown in Section E are applicable to CONOP #1. The purpose of the value functions is to convert between the measured levels of a device for a given attribute and the preference value created from decision-maker input. The twelve value functions are positioned in the spreadsheet. We use the VB Macro
described in Section E to find the value assignment from a given measured level for each of the attributes. Figure 49 is a fragment from the spreadsheet tool. The figure lists the MANET Node-Pair Links in the left column (for CONOP #1, there are six) and the measurable attributes in the top row. The upper matrix contains the actual measured levels that come from the ontology after conversion into the Node-Pair Link format. The Macro finds the appropriate preference value for the measured level (“scores”) and the spreadsheet populates the lower matrix, which are the preference values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Mobility Rate</th>
<th>Processing Capability</th>
<th>Available Memory</th>
<th>Battery Power</th>
<th>MLS Capability</th>
<th>Encryption Method</th>
<th>Existence of Resource-Hiding Hardware</th>
<th>Authentication Type</th>
<th>User Qualification</th>
<th>Assurance of Security Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2, 100, 25, 500</td>
<td>64, 5, 1, 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3, 5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, 50, 35, 500</td>
<td>1200, 5, 1, 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 100, 25, 500</td>
<td>128, 5, 1, 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 100, 4, 500</td>
<td>128, 5, 1, 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7, 50, 17, 600</td>
<td>1250, 8, 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25, 35, 25, 800</td>
<td>1250, 9, 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal Alternative</td>
<td>74, 0, 0, 1200</td>
<td>2000, 15, 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 49**  
Fragment II of the Quantitative Model

We now conduct the preference value composition using the weight assignments relevant to the MANET operating in normal mode (Table 4). The last column of Figure 49 lists the “alternative values,” or the strengths of each of the Node-Pair Links, which is the output of our VFT Decision analysis.

This ends our discussion of the second component of the MMM. The output of this component informs the third component, the Node Choice Optimization, where our selection is actually made. We discuss the optimization in detail in the next chapter.
VI. REINFORCING AVAILABILITY WITH A NETWORK FLOW MODEL

The third component of the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology (MDFO) Management Mechanism (MMM) is the Node Choice Optimization. We provide both background and related work on optimization. We then explain our specific network flow optimization problem both in general terms and in a formulaic representation. We touch on the complexity of the underlying algorithm as well as explain implementation details. Finally, we continue with the detailed example.

A. INTRODUCTION

Given the lack of network infrastructure, the devices that participate in a MANET act collectively to assist each other with communication functions (e.g., routing of message traffic). Because the individual resources of each device are finite, the overall MANET is also resource-constrained. MANET-level management must account for the impact of decisions on the individual device’s resources to ensure that the device resource levels necessary for the MANET as a whole are not depleted. A device performing a function on behalf of the MANET may experience a significant depletion of resources (e.g., power) such that the device may no longer be able to participate in network communications. Additionally, reassignment of MANET functions exacts a toll on overall MANET resources so that they may be depleted unnecessarily if frequent reassignment of distributed functions occurs.

Optimization is concerned with finding the “best” solution from a set of feasible solutions, or acceptable solutions which meet the problem constraints. In our work, “best” is characterized by the composition of strong non-security functionality and security characteristics of a node-pair link as described in the VFT Decision Analysis. Additionally, we include the property of direct connectivity in our assessment of “best,” which we introduce in this chapter.
The MANET Management Mechanism (MMM) Decision-Making Process described in Chapter IV. D includes the *Node Choice Optimization* function, as shown in Figure 16. This function implements a minimum cost flow decision model, where “units” flow from a considered device to the other devices in the MANET. The input into the model is twofold: a discrete network graph representing the connectivity of devices, and a set of strength assignments for all node-pair links in the MANET. The output of the model is a score representing the total cost of connecting a device assigned a MANET function to every other network node, as well as a determination of the extent to which each connection, or arc, is used. A final comparison of the output scores enables a management decision and provides an optimized connectivity map of the MANET. We describe the Node Choice Optimization in this chapter.

The use of a network flow model to optimize the MANET management decision process affords three major contributions. First, this approach allows us to reinforce the availability of MANET communications. Using this model emphasizes direct connectivity of nodes as well as central positioning of the node choice relative to the rest of the nodes in the network. Two important consequences result: energy efficiency and link reliability. By not having to route traffic in a multi-hop fashion (through many other devices), power consumption is lower and reliance on other devices less. Second, optimization of the node choice allows us to distribute the resource depletion among the devices in a fair manner, which yields a more stable network (i.e., the ability of a MANET to maintain its ad hoc virtual organizational structure as the underlying physical topology varies [52]. A node choice can support the required function (e.g., cluster-head) for a longer period, in turn reducing the frequency of re-elections. Fewer re-elections reduce the need for computation, update and announcement message traffic, and ultimately, battery consumption. By minimal turnover of node responsibilities, actual on-the-ground operations are less confusing and disruptive with fewer communications breakdowns between elements.

In Section B, we give additional background information about optimization, and Section C describes related work. Section D gives a general description of the model and Section E describes its mathematical formulation. The algorithm used to solve the
optimization problem, an assessment of its complexity, and a high level description of the implementation are in Sections F through H. Finally, Section I contains the detailed example.

B. BACKGROUND ON OPTIMIZATION

In computer science, optimization refers to the process of making a device or a collection of devices run more efficiently in terms of time and resources (e.g., energy, memory). Optimization is a necessity for MANET management decisions due to the inherent individual and collective resource limitations within the network.

Mathematically, optimization entails minimizing or maximizing an objective function by choosing values for the input variables from within an allowed set. An objective function is a mathematical expression made up of one or more variables that are useful in evaluating solutions to a problem [40]. We give a mathematical explanation of optimization below.

- Set:
  \[ A = \text{a set of feasible solutions to the objective function}, f \]\n
- Variable:
  \[ x = \text{an element (a vector of input variables) in the set of feasible solutions}, A \]\n
- Objective Function:
  \[ f = \text{a given function} \]

If the optimization problem calls for minimizing the results of the function, then we find an element, \( x_0 \), of the set \( A \) such that:

\[ f(x_0) \leq f(x) \quad \forall x \in A \]

If the problem calls for maximizing the results, then we find an element, \( x_0 \), of the set \( A \) such that:
The elements of the allowed set, \( x \), are combinations of variable assignments that result in a feasible solution (a solution that satisfies all of the constraints in the optimization problem). A feasible solution that minimizes or maximizes the value of the objective function is called an optimal solution.

Linear programming (LP) is an optimization problem formulation in which the objective function is linear and the constraints that define the allowed set of variable input values are linear equalities and inequalities [28]. LP has an important property called global optimality. A resulting optimal solution is guaranteed to be the global, or overall “best” solution to the problem, and not a local optimal solution because of the linearity requirement. The graphical representation of a non-linear function in Figure 51 shows the difference between local and global optimum.

Figure 50  Graphical Depiction of a 2-Dimensional Non-Linear Programming Problem

Figure 51 graphically depicts an objective function with two variables \((x_1, x_2)\) and linear constraints. The result is a polygon-shaped area that represents the feasible solutions of the problem. A vertex exists at each of the intersections of the linear constraints.
Solution methods to a linear programming problem (e.g., Simplex method) start at a vertex within the feasible region and iterate to the vertex yielding the optimal set of input variables. Section F provides additional detail on solution algorithms.

A *minimum cost flow problem* is a special case of linear programming in which the objective function minimizes the flow of units through a network of nodes and arcs [28][102]. The objective function and constraints are linear. There is a supply and a demand of units at network nodes, and the arcs have costs and bounds.

Linear programming allows for fractional flows, i.e., the variables may assume non-integer values. In the process of decision-making, we may require an integer result in order to arrive at a decision. By using LP, fractional solutions have to be rounded to the closest integer, which may produce a rounded solution that is infeasible or suboptimal. Instead of LP, practitioners often use integer programming, where the values of variables must be integers, in many practical cases of network optimization. An alternate approach to the generation of integer solutions is in the use of minimum cost flow optimization. If we restrict the supply and demand units to integers, the resulting solutions are in integer form.
C. RELATED WORK

Decision analysis practitioners that specialize in Value Focused Thinking often consider the weighted function that combines the attributes as an objective function [67]. However, the final comparison of the values of the weighted function across the possible alternatives is actually a rank-ordered choice.

There are numerous computer science algorithms that solve network problems similar to ours, including Dijkstra’s Algorithm and Bellman-Ford Algorithm (single source to a single sink shortest path), Floyd-Warshall Algorithm (all pairs shortest path), and Ford-Fulkerson (maximum flow through a network) [24]. None of these algorithms solve our specific problem. In fact, a minimum cost flow model is a general model when compared with shortest path and maximum flow models. A maximum flow algorithm has bounds on the arcs but no costs, while a shortest path algorithm has costs but no bounds. Our minimum cost flow model, with both costs and bounds on the arcs, cannot be solved by any specialized algorithm designed to treat only one of these two aspects. Additionally, a maximum flow algorithm has a variable supply and demand at a source and sink node, and a shortest path algorithm has a supply and demand of one at the source and sink. Both of these aspects also differ from our problem [24].

There are many areas of active research where optimization is applied to real world problems. Problem areas include the designation of career fields for Army officers [105], mining of aggregate [84], and military capital planning [14].

The problem of optimizing MANET node selection is also well researched in terms of clustering and cluster-head selection. We explain the common approaches to optimization of this problem in Chapter II, Section B. The cluster-head selection continuum introduced in Figure 1 graphically depicts the shortcomings of the current optimization approaches.

We now give a general description of the optimization problem, to include details on how the problem was modeled.
D. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

We model the MANET node-choice optimization problem as a minimum cost flow problem. Each node represents a device participating in a MANET with the potential of assuming the responsibilities of the required function (e.g., cluster-head). The arcs represent potential connections between the devices. An arc exists if two devices are able to communicate with each other. The use of each arc is subject to a cost, which is a function of the strength of the Node-Pair Link. We derive the strength values by combining both the non-security functionality factors and the security factors using VFT Decision Analysis (see Chapter V). To reinforce direct connectivity (where a device is an immediate neighbor of a second device), we apply a penalty for the reuse of an arc in the optimization model.

We solve a minimum cost flow problem for each node that possesses the potential to provide the required MANET function (e.g., cluster-head). Our initial assumption in the development of our model is that we have pre-selected a node to evaluate, called the considered node. We remove this assumption later, in order to consider all potential nodes.

We describe our linear objective function and linear constraints below. The system of constraint equations defines the set of candidate solutions, and the objective function evaluates the feasible solutions and finds the optimal objective function value. This value is integral to the MANET node choice decision once we relax the stated assumption. Additionally, we determine how the considered node is optimally connected to all of the other devices in the network, forming a connectivity map.

We now present the mathematical formulation of the optimization problem, with a final result of the objective function and the constraints.

E. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

We label nodes (devices) numerically (e.g., 1, 2, 3,...) within the complete graph that represents the MANET. A considered node is a device that we have selected for evaluation. We indicate arcs by specifying the two nodes that form the node-link-node entity (e.g., (1, 2), (2, 3),...). Capital letters represent sets of objects. We describe the
formulation using indices, sets, parameters, variables, an objective function, and constraints. We reference the nodes of the network using the indices $i, j$. The graphical representation of the MANET, $G$, consists of the set of nodes ($N$) and the set of arcs ($A$).

The parameters include $v_{ij}$, the strength value of the node-pair link determined in VFT decision analysis. This value is a measure of how well the node-link-node entity $[i : (i, j) : j]$ supports the required function (e.g., cluster-head). In order to convert an arc weight (the strength value) into an arc cost, we first determine the highest strength assessment, $v_{\text{max}}$, that exists within the set of node-pair link entities in the entire MANET ($G$).

$$v_{\text{max}} = \max_{(i,j) \in A} (v_{ij})$$

We then create the arc cost, $V_{ij}$, by subtracting the strength values from the maximum strength value. In effect, the strongest node-link pair has the lowest cost, consistent with the requirements of a minimum cost flow approach to our problem. The reason that we cast the problem in terms of costs instead of weights is to avoid the overuse of an arc merely because it contributes to overall utility during the optimization. We incorporate the penalty, $p_{ij}$, in order to reinforce direct connectivity in our optimization. We utilize the penalty to discourage the reuse of arcs in the collection of paths from the considered node to each of the other nodes. The supply and the demand parameters, $s_i$ and $d_i$, respectively, ensure that every node is connected to the considered node, either directly or indirectly. At the considered node, we assign a supply of “units” equivalent to $n-1$, with $n$ being the total number of nodes in the set of nodes, $N$. There is no demand at the considered node. The demand at each of the nodes not under consideration is 1 unit, while the supply is 0 units.

The variables include $x_{ij}$, the numerical value representing the flow on an arc. In our minimum cost flow problem, an arc may be used only once for a path from the considered node to one of the other $n-1$ nodes, but an arc may be traversed multiple times for a collection of paths. We associate the arc cost parameter ($V_{ij}$) with $x_{ij}$. $z_{ij}$ represents the flow on an arc that is in excess of one, signifying that we have reused a connection. We associate the penalty parameter ($p_{ij}$) with $z_{ij}$.
For the objective function, we minimize the sum of the arc costs times the number of times that an arc is traversed and the penalty incurred should excess flow occur on a link. The function is linear (e.g., there are no terms raised to powers, squared, etc.).

The constraints are linear equalities and inequalities. The first is the flow balance constraint. For a given node, the summation of the number of units supplied at and flowing into the node must equal the summation demanded at and flowing out of the node. In terms of units, flow in must be equal to flow out. The second constraint is on the upper bound of $x_{ij}$. In potential solutions, an arc may not be used ($x_{ij}=0$). However, the flow has an upper bound of $1+z_{ij}$, the penalized flow in excess of 1. If $x_{ij}>1$, then $z_{ij}$ is positive.

- **Indices:**
  
  $i, j =$ MANET nodes or devices

- **Sets:**

  $N =$ set of nodes $(1, 2, ..., i, j, ..., n)$
  
  $A =$ set of arcs $((1, 2), (1, 3), ..., (i, j), ..., (n-1, n))$

- **Parameters:**

  $V_{ij} =$ cost of directly connecting $i, j = (v_{\text{max}} - v_{ij})$
  
  $p_{ij} =$ penalty of using an arc $(i, j)$ to connect $i$ and $k$ where $j \neq k$
  
  $s_i =$ supply at node $i$
  
  $= \begin{cases} n-1, & \text{where } i \text{ is the considered node} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$
  
  $d_i =$ demand at node $i$
  
  $= \begin{cases} 0, & \text{where } i \text{ is the considered node} \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$

- **Variables:**

  $x_{ij} =$ flow on arc $(i, j)$
  
  $z_{ij} =$ flow in excess of 1 on arc $(i, j)$; associated with a penalty for $>1$ hop
- **Objective Function** (note: for a given considered node, find the subgraph of $G$ that has the least cost. The flows on an arc, $x_{ij}$, are determined with respect to a given subgraph):

\[
\min \sum_{(i,j) \in A} V_{ij} x_{ij} + \sum_{(i,j) \in A} p_{ij} z_{ij}
\]

- **Constraints:**

\[
s_j + \sum_{i} x_{ij} = d_j + \sum_{k} x_{jk} \quad \forall j \in N
\]

\[
0 \leq x_{ij} \leq 1 + z_{ij} \quad \forall (i, j) \in A
\]

A discussion of the algorithms available to solve this objective function follows in the next section.

**F. ALGORITHM**

In general, a minimum cost flow problem is a special case of linear programming (LP) [28][102]. As such, we have expressed the node-choice optimization problem as a linear objective function constrained by linear equalities and inequalities. Any linear programming algorithm solves the minimum cost flow problem, including the simplex algorithm and the interior point (barrier) method [38].

In practice, there are two common algorithms for solving LP problems: the interior point method [66] and the Simplex method [102]. The interior point method is sometimes more efficient than the simplex algorithm for highly constrained optimization problems. Neither algorithm evaluates every possible solution to the set of constraint equations. The Simplex method exploits the fact that an optimal solution for a LP problem occurs at a *vertex* of its feasible region [28]. When we plot the constraints of a 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional problem, the result is the multi-dimensional space of feasible solutions. Because the constraints are linear, a vertex forms whenever two lines intersect for the 2-dimensional problem. The Simplex algorithm uses a feasible solution located at such a vertex as a starting point, which may or may not be the optimal solution. The algorithm iterates through other feasible solutions by moving through adjacent vertices until the value of the objective function no longer decreases (or increases) and
the algorithm identifies the optimal solution Table 1 [27][88]. Figure 52 depicts the iterative nature of the Simplex algorithm. The problem is 2-dimensional, with variables $x_1, x_2$. The lines represent linear equalities or inequalities.

![Diagram of Simplex Algorithm]

Figure 52 Simplex Algorithm

We now comment on the complexity of the solution algorithms.

G. THEORETICAL COMPLEXITY

Complexity theory characterizes an algorithm’s run time performance as a function of problem size using the number of steps taken or the amount of memory used to solve a given problem. The Simplex algorithm varies significantly in both its practical and its theoretical run time performance [27]. This algorithm is the most commonly used method for solving the minimum cost flow problem due to its superior average performance [15]. The Simplex method, however, does not provide theoretical assurance that the algorithm runs in polynomial time [2]. The simplex algorithm’s worst-case theoretical complexity is exponential, in that the solution time grows very quickly as a function of problem size [88].

If the problem size is extremely large, it may be beneficial to ensure polynomial running time by using an underlying algorithm that differs from Simplex. Researchers have developed many other algorithms that improve the theoretical run time of solving the minimum cost flow problem [2][87]. We discuss a strongly polynomial-time algorithm as a representative algorithm with improved worst-case performance. The
running time of strongly polynomial-time algorithms still depends on the dimensions of the problem (n, the number of nodes, and m, the number of arcs) [87]. The number of nodes in a MANET is typically less than 100, while the number of arcs may approach 1,000. Algorithms in this class differ from the Simplex algorithm in that they utilize scaling, or the creation of an initial approximate solution by relaxing a problem constraint by an amount, $\Delta$, followed by iteration to the optimal solution by successively decreasing the amount of violation ($\Delta$) [2]. The enhanced capacity scaling algorithm has a theoretical (worst-case) run time performance shown in Figure 53 [2].

$$O((m \log n)(m + n \log n))$$

$n = \text{the number of nodes}$
$m = \text{the number of arcs}$

Figure 53 Theoretical Complexity of the Enhanced Capacity Scaling Algorithm

Details on the specific implementation of this algorithm are in [2].

When using the Simplex algorithm, practitioners rarely experience the case of worst-case run time. The practical performance of this algorithm is bounded in polynomial time, with results that exceed strictly polynomial-time algorithms such as the enhanced capacity scaling algorithm. As a result, the algorithm of choice for practitioners is the simplex algorithm [88][15]. Because of this fact, we use the Simplex method to solve our formulated minimum cost flow problem.

A number of optimization tools may be used to implement the Node Choice Optimization component of the MMM. We next describe our implementation.

H. IMPLEMENTATION

To model the node choice optimization problem, we use a modeling tool known as AMPL (“A Mathematical Programming Language”) [40]. Developed at Bell Laboratories, AMPL is a high level, algebraic modeling language for linear and nonlinear optimization problems. Besides its ability to model optimization problems, AMPL also aids in comprehension and completeness of the model logic, due to the similarity of its
syntax to algebraic notation [40]. AMPL provides for an easy way to express common linear programming structures (e.g., flow constraints).

Although AMPL allows us to mathematically model the optimization problem, the application does not solve the problem itself. In our implementation, AMPL calls upon an external solver called CPLEX to solve the objective function. CPLEX implements the Simplex algorithm. Input into AMPL includes a model file (.mod extension), a data file (.dat), and an execution program (.run). The AMPL execution program calls the model file which feeds the mathematical description of the model into AMPL. The penalty \((p_{ij})\) is set within the model file. The program then calls the data file in order to make assignments of values to the set of nodes \((N)\) and the set of arcs \((A)\) as well as the arc weights \((v_{ij})\) imported from the VFT analysis. Finally, the execution program calls the Simplex solver. AMPL invokes CPLEX (version 10.2) as the solver in our work. The problem parameters, variables, objectives, constraints, and the general network “flow” that we describe in the formulaic representation transfer easily into the clear syntax used in AMPL coding.

The output file shows the result of the optimization procedure, which includes: a score of the total cost of connecting the considered node to every node in the MANET and a list of the extent to which each network arc is being used in the optimal path.

Finally, we now relax the initial assumption used in the development of our model. Instead of focusing on a single pre-selected node, or the considered node, we evaluate multiple potential nodes in the MANET. One approach is to include every MANET device in the set of evaluated nodes and run the optimization procedure on every member of the set. A second approach is to evaluate a restricted set of nodes. The advantages of a reduced set include fewer minimum cost flow optimization problems and a smaller number of final comparisons. Both advantages directly result in reduced time and complexity for the solution process. We provide the option of choosing to base the restricted set on highest node out-degree (i.e., the number of direct connections) as a way to focus on network stability [53], or on other means such as excluding recently-joined nodes.
We run the optimization problem on all of the potential nodes in the restricted set. Each potential node is assigned a score representing the optimal cost of connecting the considered node to every other node in the MANET. A final comparison of the scores across the nodes in the restricted set allows for an optimal node choice. The node choice is the one with the lowest resultant score, proving that it is the global optimal choice to conduct the MANET function.

In Section I, we elaborate on our implementation through a comprehensive detailed example.

I. DETAILED EXAMPLE

We complete the detailed example with the application of the Node-choice Optimization Function to the first Concept of the Operation (CONOP #1): the five-device MANET. The network topology is shown in Figure 4. The input into this component is the set of strength assignments for the Node-Pair Links.

Within a data file, we assign the nodes and links to their respective sets as well as enter the strengths as elements of the parameter “value.” See the data file for CONOP #1 in Appendix C. The model file is a translation from the formulaic representation of the linear program to AMPL code. The model file for this CONOP is located in Appendix B. The execution program, or run file, calls the model file and the data file, as well as the underlying solver (e.g., CPLEX 10.2). The code is located in Appendix A.

The execution program writes the results of the minimum cost flow optimization to an output file. The output file for CONOP #1 in Normal Mode is located in Appendix D, with a fragment shown in Figure 54. The output includes: a score of the total cost of connecting the considered node to every node in the MANET (“Total_Cost”) and a list of the extent to which each network arc is being used in the optimal path. The first two columns of numbers in Figure 54 list the connected network nodes (e.g., “1 2” represents Device 1 connecting to Device 2). The third column is the number of times that the connection, or arc, is used between the two network nodes. It is necessary for a device to reuse a connection in order to reach a device that is not directly connected. Finally, the penalty “z” is exacted when a connection is reused.
Total_Cost = 20.1005

: Connect z :=
1 2 1 0
1 3 2 1
1 4 1 0
3 5 1 0;

Figure 54  Fragment of Optimization Output

This ends our discussion of the final component of the MMM. The output of this component, the selection of the most optimal node choice, is the output of our overall decision framework. We now deviate from the detailed example and apply the framework to a different scenario, CONOP #2. Next, we validate the framework by using three different validation techniques.
VII. DECISION FRAMEWORK APPLICATION AND VALIDATION

In this chapter, we apply the framework to CONOP #2, a MANET with 30 devices, in order to evaluate the framework’s effectiveness in a more complex setting. Then, we validate the framework by using three different validation techniques. The techniques are based upon behavioral validation, where we assess the quality of the framework’s output. Finally, we present a security-related scenario.

A. APPLYING THE DECISION FRAMEWORK TO A COMPLEX MANET

Although a very realistic scenario, CONOP #1 consists of only five devices. CONOP #1 is very useful in demonstrating the intricacies behind our decision framework and validating the underlying informal model (see Section B). In this section, we apply the decision framework to CONOP #2, the Corps in the Attack. There are 30 devices with varying security attributes and non-security functionality. We show the topology in Figure 55. It is very difficult to identify a suitable choice for cluster-head given the complexity of the topology, notwithstanding the extremely large number of inputs in the decision data set.
We follow the procedure described in the detailed example on the MANET in CONOP #2. The resulting optimized node choice is Device 12, with a total cost of 1,790.4. Some of the considered nodes had total costs three times that of Device 12. This makes sense, since Device 12 is centrally located and has three direct connections. The resulting connectivity map is shown in Figure 56. We do not depict the total number of connections between devices in the figure due to the higher number of arc reuses. For example, link (12, 10) is used 15 times, with 14 arc reuses. For an idea of the number of arcs reused, refer to Figure 57.
Figure 56 CONOP #2: Optimized Connectivity Map

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Connect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 57 CONOP #2: AMPL Output Showing Connections
As demonstrated by CONOP #2, our decision framework is scalable up to a MANET with a large number of devices (30). Literature suggests that MANET efficiency decreases considerably when a device is required to transmit messages traffic more than two hops [53]. Large-sized networks are prevalent in sensor networks, where the primary purpose of the network is not persistent communication.

Now that we have shown that the framework is useful in a complex MANET, we validate the framework by assessing its behavior.

B. VALIDATION OF THE DECISION FRAMEWORK

The logic of validation allows us to move between the two limits of dogmatism and skepticism.

Paul Ricoeur, philosopher

The goal of this section is to provide validation of our decision framework and its underlying conceptual modeling of a MANET. There are many differing viewpoints on the definition and the establishment of validation [90]. A generally accepted definition of validation is: “the process of establishing confidence in the soundness and the usefulness of a model with respect to its purpose” [39]. Since both conceptual and formal models are partial representations of reality, we require confidence that the models represent the organizational and decision-making details of the actual system. The framework’s parameters and structure should be consistent with those of the real system [90]. In effect, validation is an argument of the correctness of the framework’s translation from reality. The conceptual model underlying the framework represents the reality of a MANET.

Because the concept of establishing “client confidence” is difficult to interpret, validation techniques vary widely [79]. We focus on our conceptual model’s behavioral validity, or the confidence in the framework’s capability of producing an acceptable behavior, or output [90]. The output of our conceptual model is the selection of a device to perform a distributed function (in this case, cluster-head). We employ three widely used techniques to validate our framework: face validity, content validity, and discriminant validity [114].
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Face validity, also referred to as expert opinion, is a superficial assessment of the degree to which we accurately translate the conceptual model from the reality of the MANET. This technique of validity requires intuitive judgment [5]. The criterion, or, “standard for judgment,” is the model itself [114].

Content validity also assesses the accuracy of the translation, or the ability of the conceptual model to reflect the properties of the content domain (e.g., MANET). This technique depends on a theoretical, non-statistical, basis for assessment [114].

Discriminant validity is a type of criterion-related validity, where the performance of the conceptual model is checked against some criterion other than itself. Discriminant validity is the degree to which the decision framework is not similar to other selection methods that attempt to produce the same output in the same reality [114]. We will contrast our conceptual model’s cluster-head selection to the results of other selection methods. The criteria are other translations of the reality of the MANET.

We validate our conceptual model using the first Concept of the Operation (CONOP #1): the five-device MANET. The network topology and the device and link characteristics of the components of the network are repeated in Figure 58 and Table 5, respectively.
Figure 58  CONOP #1: MANET Topology
Table 5  CONOP #1 Device and Link Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process, Capability</th>
<th>Device 1</th>
<th>Device 2</th>
<th>Device 3</th>
<th>Device 4</th>
<th>Device 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500 MIPS</td>
<td>500 MIPS</td>
<td>800 MIPS</td>
<td>600 MIPS</td>
<td>1200 MIPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTM</td>
<td>w/ secure coprocessor</td>
<td>w/ secure coprocessor</td>
<td>enabled</td>
<td>w/ PKI smartcard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Memory</td>
<td>128 MB</td>
<td>256 MB</td>
<td>2048 MB</td>
<td>512 MB</td>
<td>2048 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available Memory</td>
<td>64 MB</td>
<td>64 MB</td>
<td>1250 MB</td>
<td>1250 MB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power and battery (internet usage)</td>
<td>5.0 hours battery</td>
<td>5.0 hours battery</td>
<td>9.0 hours battery</td>
<td>7.5 hours battery</td>
<td>15.0 hours battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>(1, 2)</td>
<td>(2,1)</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>(3, 2)</td>
<td>(3, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility rate</td>
<td>23 mph</td>
<td>2 mph</td>
<td>15 mph</td>
<td>2 mph</td>
<td>10 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>lightweight PKI server</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activated Capability</td>
<td>Firewall</td>
<td>Camera</td>
<td></td>
<td>Camera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive Capability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>1 2 (2 Mbps)</td>
<td>2 1 (2 Mbps)</td>
<td>3 1 (4 Mbps)</td>
<td>4 1 (2 Mbps)</td>
<td>5 3 (25 Mbps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 3 (4 Mbps)</td>
<td>2 4 (3 Mbps)</td>
<td>3 4 (7 Mbps)</td>
<td>4 2 (3 Mbps)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 4 (2 Mbps)</td>
<td>3 5 (25 Mbps)</td>
<td>4 3 (7 Mbps)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>1 2 (100 ms)</td>
<td>2 1 (100 ms)</td>
<td>3 1 (50 ms)</td>
<td>4 1 (100 ms)</td>
<td>5 3 (35 ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 3 (50 ms)</td>
<td>2 4 (100 ms)</td>
<td>3 4 (50 ms)</td>
<td>4 2 (100 ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 4 (100 ms)</td>
<td>3 5 (35 ms)</td>
<td>4 3 (50 ms)</td>
<td>4 3 (50 ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Distance of Links</td>
<td>1 2 (350 m)</td>
<td>2 1 (350 m)</td>
<td>3 1 (350 m)</td>
<td>4 1 (350 m)</td>
<td>5 3 (350 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 3 (350 m)</td>
<td>2 4 (350 m)</td>
<td>3 4 (350 m)</td>
<td>4 2 (350 m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 4 (500 m)</td>
<td>3 5 (350 m)</td>
<td>4 3 (350 m)</td>
<td>4 3 (350 m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLS Capability</td>
<td>Dedicated Mode</td>
<td>Dedicated Mode</td>
<td>Multilevel Mode</td>
<td>System High Mode</td>
<td>Multilevel Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>2-factor w/ biometric reader</td>
<td>2-factor w/ biometric reader</td>
<td>Password</td>
<td>Password</td>
<td>2-factor w/out biometric reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>NSA Type 1</td>
<td>NSA Type 1</td>
<td>NSA Type 4</td>
<td>NSA Type 4</td>
<td>NSA Type 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current session level</td>
<td>SECRET</td>
<td>SECRET</td>
<td>SECRET</td>
<td>SECRET</td>
<td>SECRET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAL</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Qualification</td>
<td>Commander</td>
<td>Commander</td>
<td>Senior Operator</td>
<td>Senior Operator</td>
<td>Junior Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>Secure operations center</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Open terminal (café)</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Field</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Face Validity**

The conceptual model is an accurate translation of the reality of a MANET.

**Proof**

Let $G = (N, A)$ be a weighted, directed graph that represents the MANET. $N$ is the set of nodes representing the devices in the MANET. $A$ is the set of links representing the
communications channels between devices. This representation allows the conceptual model to consider network flow within $G$ in the optimization of the node choice.

Suppose $i$ and $j$ are elements of the set $N$, and $(i, j)$ is an element of the set $A$. Let $[i : (i, j) : j]$ represent the node : link : node entity. The use of an entity representing a node-pair link offers a way to assess device characteristics relative to neighboring devices.

The entity $[i : (i, j) : j]$ is characterized as a function of both device-specific non-security functionality and security attributes, which provides a holistic assessment of a MANET device. The security policies of confidentiality, integrity, and availability of network information are considered in the characterization of $[i : (i, j) : j]$.

The network flow within $G$ in the optimization component reinforces the availability of network information by rewarding direct connectivity between devices (e.g., if there exists a link $(i, j)$ between $i$ and $j$, then $i$ and $j$ are directly connected).

Suppose that we require a method to compare the elements in the set $N$ in order to determine the best suited node to perform a distributed function. The output of running the conceptual model on $G$ is a score representing the total cost of connecting a device assigned a MANET function to every other network node, as well as a determination of the extent to which each connection, or link, is used. The score of node $i$ may be compared to the score of node $j$, thus producing a method for determining the best suited device.

2. **Content Validity**

   To further assess the accuracy of our conceptual model’s translation of an actual MANET, we use a content validity approach. We base our assessment on the results of our framework when applied to three contexts related to CONOP #1: (1) a MANET operating in normal mode, (2) a MANET operating in emergency mode, and (3) a test case based strictly on connectivity. The results of the three applications are qualitatively compared against reality (the content domain of the MANET).
A MANET in Normal Mode operates with a balance of both non-security and security functionality, as determined by the decision-maker. For CONOP #1, Normal Mode, the suggested weight assignments shown in Table 6 are global weights, in that the numbers are relative to the weights of all of the attributes that are involved in the system measurement. For example, the attribute listed first (throughput) has a weight of 9%, when compared to all of the other attributes. The first seven attributes are non-security functionality related, and the last five are security attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Global Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ThruPut</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobRate</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProcCapab</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvailMem</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BtryPwr</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLS_Capab</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsrchHide</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authent</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserQual</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assurance</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6  Weight Assignments in Normal Mode

We show the results of running the model on the 5-node MANET in Normal Mode in Figure 59. The first column lists the context. The second, third and fourth columns show the output. In the second column, the Node ID lists the device being evaluated as possible cluster-head, the Score represents the total cost of connecting the
device to every other network node, and the # of Arcs Reused is an indicator of the extent to which the node is centrally located within the MANET. If an arc is reused, then a MANET node is not directly connected to the evaluated node, and a penalty is assessed. The third column shows the Node Choice, based on a final comparison of the output scores. The fourth column provides an optimized connectivity map of the MANET.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Node ID</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th># of Arcs Reused</th>
<th>Node Choice</th>
<th>Connectivity Map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal Mode</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 59 5-Node MANET in Normal Mode

Qualitatively, the results in Figure 59 agree with the actual MANET from CONOP #1. The devices with the closest three scores (1, 3, and 4) all have three direct connections; each with only one arc re-use that incurs a penalty. Device 1, the node choice, has stronger security features than 3 and 4, to include better encryption, authentication, and resource-hiding mechanisms. Additionally, Device 1 has a user qualification of “commander.” Device 3 has better non-security functionality than the other devices, including better link quality of service and higher levels of available memory and battery power. Device 3 and 4 are senior operators. Because we value both security and non-security functionality while in Normal Mode, Device 1 is the reasonable node choice.
In the second context, a MANET operating in Emergency Mode, time may be critical. A decision-maker may turn off some security in order to maximize non-security functionality. The decision-maker may decide that the risk of unintended information disclosure or modification is acceptable in order to attend to an emergency. The re-prioritization is reflected in the change in weights. For CONOP #1, Emergency Mode, the suggested weight assignments are shown in Table 7. Note that the global weights of the first seven attributes (the non-security functionality) have increased, while those of the five security attributes have decreased.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Global Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ThruPut</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobRate</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProcCapab</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvailMem</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BtryPwr</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLS_Capab</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsrcHide</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authent</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserQual</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assurance</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.98</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7  Weight Assignments in Emergency Mode

We show the results of running the model on the 5-node MANET in Emergency Mode in Figure 60.
Qualitatively, the results in Figure 60 agree with the actual MANET from CONOP #1. Devices 1, 3 and 4 are, once again, close in score. These devices have three direct connections; each with only one arc re-use that incurs a penalty. Device 3, the node choice, has better non-security functionality than the other devices, including better link quality of service and higher levels of available memory and battery power. Device 4 is second in terms of non-security functionality. Because we weight non-security functionality heavier than security while in Emergency Mode, Device 3 is the reasonable node choice.

In the final context, we look at the performance of our model strictly based on connectivity. We fix every value in the set of strength assignments to “1”. The set of strength assignments is the output of the Value Focused Thinking decision analysis. Thus, all the MANET devices and links have identical security and non-security functionality and are evaluated under an identical weight assignment (e.g., the weight assignments in Table 6 or Table 7). This context tests the output of the model based on connectivity alone.

We show the results of running the model on the 5-node MANET in Connectivity Test Mode in Figure 61.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Node ID</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th># of Arcs</th>
<th>Node Choice</th>
<th>Connectivity Map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Mode</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.0007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.0008</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.0007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.0008</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.0007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.0008</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 61 5-Node MANET in Connectivity Test Mode
Based on the direct connectivity of the devices in CONOP #1 alone, the results in Figure 61 are accurate. Devices 1, 3 and 4 are all suitable choices for cluster-head. These devices all have three direct connections; each with only one arc re-use that incurs a penalty. The model is accurate in the selection of a node based on connectivity alone.

3. Discriminant Validity

In this section, we take a criterion-related approach to further validating our informal model. The discriminant approach assesses the degree to which the output diverges from similar models that attempt to solve the same problem. We compare our selection technique to three other selection methods: (1) operationally-driven choice, (2) single metric (battery power), and (3) multiple metric (Weighted Clustering Algorithm, WCA) [17]. We discuss the three other selection methods in detail in Chapter II. We continue to use CONOP #1 as the overarching scenario. The results of the three comparisons are qualitatively compared with respect to the content domain (e.g., MANET).

In the first comparison, we use our selection technique with a MANET operating in Normal Mode and an operationally-driven choice selection method. This latter method is the selection technique currently in use by both Harris Corporation and Thales Communicates in their MANET-capable radios (see Chapter I). Before a team goes on an operation, their radios are configured with a master/slave relationship. Typically, the ad hoc hierarchy matches the organizational or the command hierarchy. For CONOP #1, operationally-driven choice, the selection of “master” is Device #1 (the team leader) and “alternate master” is Device 2 (the assistant team leader). The connectivity map is based upon team integrity, in that all of the devices within a tactical boundary (e.g., team) directly communicate with each other. Device #1 (the team leader) conducts cross-team communicates with Device #2 (the assistant team leader). We show the results of the comparison in Figure 62.
In CONOP #1, both techniques chose the same device, Device 1, to act as cluster-head. Device 1 has strong security characteristics and is centrally located within the MANET, with three direct connections. However, in reality, the team leader is not always coupled with the device having the best non-security functionality and security properties. Our method chooses the device that is best suited to perform the MANET function (e.g., cluster-head), while the operationally-driven choice method always chooses the organizational leader. A second difference arises in the connectivity map.
Our model in Normal Mode results in the reuse of just a single arc. The operationally-driven choice, which is confined by the tactical boundaries of the elements, reuses two arcs in the connectivity among devices in the MANET.

In the second comparison, we use our selection technique with the battery power attribute weighted at 100% and a single metric rank-ordered choice method. For our selection technique in Battery Power Mode, the weight assignments are shown in Table 8. Note that the only weight in the table is in the battery power row (100%). For our comparison, we use battery power as the single metric in a rank-ordered choice method. In a rank-ordered choice method, the battery power of each MANET device is enumerated and put in order from highest to lowest. The device with the highest battery power is selected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Global Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ThruPut</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobRate</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProcCapab</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvailMem</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BtryPwr</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLS_Capab</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsrcHide</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authent</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserQual</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assurance</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8  Weight Assignments for Battery Power Mode
We show the results of the comparison in Figure 63.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Node ID</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th># of Arcs Reused</th>
<th>Node Choice</th>
<th>Connectivity Map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery Power Mode</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Node ID</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Node Choice</th>
<th>Connectivity Map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Metric (Battery) Rank-Ordered Choice</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 hours</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.5 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both battery power approaches select different devices as cluster-head. Our model in Battery Power Mode selects Device #3, which has weaker security features and a battery level of 9 hours. This device has three direct connections, with the reuse of one
arc. The rank-ordered choice method selected Device #5 based on its strong battery (15 hours). The method does not have high fidelity input, in that the selection is based upon only one criterion. Device #5 has the least direct connections (one) and is the device least centrally located. Additionally, the method does not create a connectivity map.

In the third comparison, we evaluate our selection technique without any security considerations and a common multiple metric rank-ordered choice method (WCA). For our selection technique in No Security Mode, the security attributes are assigned a weight of zero, with only non-security functionality attributes contributing to the decision process. The weight assignments are shown in Table 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Global Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ThruPut</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobRate</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProcCapab</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvailMem</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BtryPwr</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLS_Capab</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsrchHide</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authent</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserQual</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assurance</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9   Weight Assignments for No Security Mode
The Weighted Clustering Algorithm [17] includes four metrics for selection: a node’s degree difference (a proxy measure of throughput), the sum of the distance to all neighbors (a proxy measure of signal attenuation), the running average speed (a measure of mobility), and the cumulative time that the node has acted as cluster-head (a proxy measure for battery power). We use a value of three for the ideal degree, or the number of nodes that a cluster-head can handle. A summary of the variables used to calculate the cluster-head for CONOP #1 using WCA is shown in Figure 64. We assume that this is the initial cluster-head selection; $P_v = 0$ for all devices. Additionally, we had to match a device attribute from our model to WCA’s three proxy values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Device 1</th>
<th>Device 2</th>
<th>Device 3</th>
<th>Device 4</th>
<th>Device 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta v$ (the degree difference)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_v$ (the sum of the distances to all neighbors)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_v$ (the running average speed)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_v$ (the cumulative time as C/H)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 64 WCA Attribute Values using CONOP #1 Data

The WCA weighted linear sum equation is:

$$w_v = \text{combined weight}$$

$$= w_1\Delta_v + w_2D_v + w_3M_v + w_4P_v$$

$$= (0.19)\Delta_v + (0.14)D_v + (0.14)M_v + (0.19)P_v$$

The weight vector applied to the WCA selection method above parallels the weight assignments in the No Security Mode, Table 9. Note that WCA does not require the weight factors to sum to one. The devices are rank ordered by combined weight, and the device with the lowest combined weight is the node choice for cluster-head. The selected device’s neighbors form the cluster, and the algorithm is run again until all of the devices are assigned to a cluster.

We show the results of the comparison in Figure 65.
The No Security Mode choice is Device 3, which has strong non-security functionality and three direct connections. WCA selects two cluster-heads, Device 4 and Device 5, due to the requirement that all members of a cluster must be directly connected to a cluster-head. Device 4 has lower mobility and a smaller degree difference (i.e., higher throughput) than the other devices, making it the best choice. Device 5 has strong
security and non-security functionality, but has only one direct connection. The resulting connectivity map has two clusters with two different cluster-heads requiring inter-cluster communication capabilities.

4. Security Scenario

In this section, we conduct a thought experiment based upon a realistic security scenario. We utilize the MANET in CONOP #2, with a requirement for a lightweight certificate authority (LCA). The LCA node is responsible for managing the security certificates on behalf of the network.

Assume that the LCA is selected without consideration of device security properties. Device 27 is designated the LCA as shown in Figure 66. However, Device 27 is not a high-assurance node and does not have resource-hiding hardware such as a Mobile Trusted Module. Device 27 stores the network’s security certificates in a way such that they are not hidden.

![Lightweight Certificate Authority](image)

Figure 66 Trust Authority (TA) Selection
Suppose an adversary acts to compromise the certificates by running an exploit against the device. The adversary may break Device 27’s security and compromise the network’s security certificates. The adversary could then corrupt or steal information that is flowing between MANET devices and cause the organization’s mission to fail.

Thus, the inclusion of security characteristics is an important aspect of a MANET resource decision.

This concludes the validation of our decision framework. In order to summarize the research and to describe the contributions of our work, we now present our conclusions and an assessment of future work that may extend the usefulness of the decision framework.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we provide the conclusions of our research. We highlight the important contributions of our work, as well as describe future work that may extend the usefulness of our decision framework.

A. CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully developed a conceptual framework that offers the ability to include multiple, qualitative security factors into decision processes. The use of Value Focused Thinking (VFT) in the decision framework allows for the combination of quantitative and categorical (e.g., qualitative) attributes in a meaningful way. This research addresses the IRC’s hard problem of security measurement and is generally applicable to any situation requiring a decision based upon subjective or qualitative input data.

The decision framework, as applied to a Mobile Ad Hoc Network, improves the ability to manage the resources of the MANET and directly results in efficient, effective connectivity and security of inter-device communications. Our work provides an optimized MANET management decision framework that is robust in its ability to combine the functional characteristics of the MANET with security factors. This framework has enhanced the capability to understand the operational configuration of nodes in a MANET, allowing for a more accurate, security grounded decision-making process for dynamic MANET management. We have introduced the MANET Distributed Functions Ontology, which organizes the commonly used decision parameters and incorporates security parameters that are often neglected. We expect that the ontology’s structural relationships, between the parameters and the dynamics of the MANET, may lead to reduced complexity in the decision-making algorithm and improve the ability to make decisions in a more timely fashion. We expect the incorporation of security attributes and relations will enhance the ability to service the network as well as provide more robust security.
The use of VFT allows for the combination of quantitative and qualitative attributes in a meaningful way, something that proposed cluster-selection algorithms cannot accomplish. We have demonstrated the ability to include multiple, qualitative security factors into MANET decisions. Our specialized minimum cost flow model serves to optimize our decision and reinforce connectivity, which is a big factor in the efficient use of energy in the network. Our work leverages these two node-choice components to enhance the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of MANET communications. In addition, our framework provides the ability to tune security attributes as the context of the MANET changes. Our work is a first step towards a near-objective, automated decision capability for MANETs. Qualitatively, we find that our decision framework produces sensible choices for node selection, with the added benefit of the inclusion of security factors.

Because our work allows for a more holistic device characterization to include security considerations, the MANET management process can optimize the node choice and increase the overall stability of the virtual topology in the face of continual physical mobility. A suitable choice maximizes the functionality, efficiency, and security of the intra-device MANET communications, leading to minimal disruption in the actual operations of tactical military units, first responders, and disaster response teams.

B. FUTURE WORK

To increase the overall confidence in our framework, it is possible to expand our existing behavioral validation approach to include a higher degree of expert input and additional scenarios (e.g., more CONOPs). In Artificial Intelligence terms, we use human annotation, or the judgment of a domain expert, as “ground truth” against which we assess our framework’s behavior (e.g., node choice). Evaluation of the scenarios by an increased number of experts will instill greater confidence in the ground truth of acceptable output behavior. Further, measuring additional scenarios against the ground truth could lead to an increased identification of the tradeoffs between the measureable attributes.
Additional future work includes developing extensions to our framework by applying it to other security scenarios where decisions have to be made that impact the security of both communicated data and the information system itself (e.g., which network printer should a print job be sent to). The extensions will serve to further demonstrate the relevance of the framework to the security community.

The framework may also be extended to network science problems. Based on organizational objectives and human interaction factors, our approach may identify the hierarchy of members in the social network to include the identification of the “cluster-head.” In the case of a terrorist organization, quantifying the interaction between members may allow us to make an improved decision on how to best interdict the organization’s operations.

An interesting study may be the use of the optimized connectivity map as a basis for routing decisions within the MANET. Currently, selection algorithms and routing algorithms run independently of each other. In a resource constrained environment such as a MANET, the redundancies in computation and message passing between the two algorithms may cause unnecessary depletion of battery power. Although our framework focuses on improving the selection methodology, it has the potential of eliminating the need for a separate routing algorithm via the use of the near optimal connectivity map.

Finally, our framework may become the centerpiece of a lightweight version of the Department of Defense’s Risk Adaptive Access Control (RAdAC). Currently, the RAdAC architectures that exist for wired networks include a single device with large databases and unlimited resources [21]. For a mobile network such as a MANET, the access policy decision point (PDP) and the enforcement point (PEP) responsibilities will have to be shared by the participating devices.
APPENDIX A.  (EXECUTION PROGRAM)

The following AMPL program is the execution program. Notice that it calls both the model file (detailed1.mod) and the data file (dSec.dat), as well as utilizes the CPLEX external solver.

# BEGIN FILE

model detailed1.mod;
data dSec.dat;
option solver cplexamp;

param V;  # highest utility value from the set of arcs
    let V := max{(i,j) in LINKS} value[i,j];
    let {(i,j) in LINKS} cost[i,j] := V - value[i,j] + 0.0001;
    display cost, value, V > out;

let {(i,j) in LINKS} penalty[i,j] := V;  # penalty equal to highest link cost

param count;
    let count := 1;
param best_soln;

let best_soln := sum{(i,j) in LINKS} value[i,j];

repeat {
    for {i in NODES: ord(i) = count} {
        let supply[i] := card(NODES)-1;
        let demand[i] := 0;
        display supply, demand > out;
        expand Balance > out;
        solve;
        if Total_Cost < best_soln then {
            let best_soln := Total_Cost;
        }
        display best_soln;
        option omit_zero_rows 1;
        option display i_col;
        display Total_Cost, Connect, z > out;
        display best_soln > out;
        let count := count + 1;
        let supply[i] := 0;
    }
}
let demand[i] := 1;
}
)
)

until count = card(NODES) + 1;
    display best_soll > out;

# END FILE
APPENDIX B. (MODEL FILE)

The following AMPL file is the model file (detailed1.mod).

# BEGIN FILE

set NODES ordered;
set LINKS within (NODES cross NODES);

param supply {NODES} >=0 default 0; # total connections to superdude
param demand {NODES} >=0 default 1; # connection from superdude

check: sum {i in NODES} supply[i] = sum {j in NODES} demand[j];

param cost {LINKS} >= 0;  # cost per unit
param value {LINKS} >= 0;  # utility per unit
param capacity {LINKS} >= 0 default 1; # max connections on arc without penalty
param penalty {LINKS} default 0.50;

var Connect {(i,j) in LINKS} >= 0; # connections that use arc (i,j)
var z {(i,j) in LINKS} >= 0;

minimize Total_Cost:
    sum{(i,j) in LINKS} cost[i,j] * Connect[i,j] + sum{(i,j) in LINKS} penalty[i,j] * z[i,j];

subject to Balance {k in NODES}:
    supply[k] + sum{(i,k) in LINKS} Connect[i,k] = demand[k] + sum {(k,j) in LINKS} Connect[k,j];

subject to penalty_for_reuse {(i,j) in LINKS}:
    Connect[i,j] <= 1 + z[i,j];

# END FILE
APPENDIX C. (DATA FILE)

The following AMPL file is the *data file* (dSec.dat).

```AMPL
# BEGIN FILE
set NODES := 1 2 3 4 5;
set LINKS :=
(1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (2,4)
(3,4) (3,5)
(2,1) (3,1) (4,1) (4,2)
(4,3) (5,3);
param value :=
1 2 6.4
1 3 2.9
1 4 2.5
2 4 2.8
3 4 2.4
3 5 3.6
2 1 6.4
3 1 2.9
4 1 2.5
4 2 2.8
4 3 2.4
5 3 3.6;
# END FILE
```
APPENDIX D.  (OUTPUT FILE)

The following data file shows the resulting output when the previous AMPL program is run on the five node network.

# BEGIN FILE

: cost value :=
1 2  0.0001   6.4
1 3  3.5001   2.9
1 4  3.9001   2.5
2 1  0.0001   6.4
2 4  3.6001   2.8
3 1  3.5001   2.9
3 4  4.0001   2.4
3 5  2.8001   3.6
4 1  3.9001   2.5
4 2  3.6001   2.8
4 3  4.0001   2.4
5 3  2.8001   3.6
;

V = 6.4

: supply demand :=
1  4  0
;

subject to Balance[1]:
      -Connect[1,2] - Connect[1,3] - Connect[1,4] + Connect[2,1] +
      Connect[3,1] + Connect[4,1] = -4;

subject to Balance[2]:

subject to Balance[3]:
      Connect[4,3] + Connect[5,3] = 1;

subject to Balance[4]:
      Connect[4,2] - Connect[4,3] = 1;
subject to Balance[5]:
    Connect[3,5] - Connect[5,3] = 1;

Total_Cost = 20.1005

:   Connect   z    :=
 1 2   1   0
 1 3   2   1
 1 4   1   0
 3 5   1   0
;

best_soln = 20.1005

: supply demand    :=
 1   0   1
 2   4   0
 3   0   1
 4   0   1
 5   0   1
;

subject to Balance[1]:
    -Connect[1,2] - Connect[1,3] - Connect[1,4] + Connect[2,1] +
    Connect[3,1] + Connect[4,1] = 1;

subject to Balance[2]:

subject to Balance[3]:
    Connect[4,3] + Connect[5,3] = 1;

subject to Balance[4]:
    Connect[4,2] - Connect[4,3] = 1;

subject to Balance[5]:
    Connect[3,5] - Connect[5,3] = 1;

Total_Cost = 30.3007

:   Connect   z    :=
 1 3   1   0
 2 1   2   1
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best_soln = 20.1005

: supply demand :=
1 0 1
2 0 1
3 4 0
4 0 1
5 0 1
;

subject to Balance[1]:
-Connect[1,2] - Connect[1,3] - Connect[1,4] + Connect[2,1] +
  Connect[3,1] + Connect[4,1] = 1;

subject to Balance[2]:

subject to Balance[3]:
  Connect[4,3] + Connect[5,3] = -4;

subject to Balance[4]:
  Connect[4,2] - Connect[4,3] = 1;

subject to Balance[5]:
  Connect[3,5] - Connect[5,3] = 1;

Total_Cost = 20.2005

: Connect z :=
1 2 1 0
3 1 2 1
3 4 1 0
3 5 1 0
;

best_soln = 20.1005

: supply demand :=
subject to Balance[1]:
    -Connect[1,2] - Connect[1,3] - Connect[1,4] + Connect[2,1] +
    Connect[3,1] + Connect[4,1] = 1;

subject to Balance[2]:

subject to Balance[3]:
    Connect[4,3] + Connect[5,3] = 1;

subject to Balance[4]:
    Connect[4,2] - Connect[4,3] = -4;

subject to Balance[5]:
    Connect[3,5] - Connect[5,3] = 1;

Total_Cost = 24.7005

: Connect z :=
  3 5 1 0
  4 1 1 0
  4 2 1 0
  4 3 2 1
;

best_soln = 20.1005

: supply demand :=
  1 0 1
  2 0 1
  3 0 1
  4 0 1
  5 4 0
;

subject to Balance[1];
\[\begin{align*}
-\text{Connect}[1,2] - \text{Connect}[1,3] - \text{Connect}[1,4] + \text{Connect}[2,1] + \\
\text{Connect}[3,1] + \text{Connect}[4,1] &= 1; \\
\text{subject to Balance}[2]: \\
\text{Connect}[1,2] - \text{Connect}[2,4] - \text{Connect}[2,1] + \text{Connect}[4,2] &= 1; \\
\text{subject to Balance}[3]: \\
\text{Connect}[1,3] - \text{Connect}[3,4] - \text{Connect}[3,5] - \text{Connect}[3,1] + \\
\text{Connect}[4,3] + \text{Connect}[5,3] &= 1; \\
\text{subject to Balance}[4]: \\
\text{Connect}[1,4] + \text{Connect}[2,4] + \text{Connect}[3,4] - \text{Connect}[4,1] - \\
\text{Connect}[4,2] - \text{Connect}[4,3] &= 1; \\
\text{subject to Balance}[5]: \\
\text{Connect}[3,5] - \text{Connect}[5,3] &= -4; \\
\text{Total Cost} &= 47.8008 \\
\end{align*}\]

: Connect z := \\
1 2 1 0 \\
3 1 2 1 \\
3 4 1 0 \\
5 3 4 3 \\
;

best_soln = 20.1005 

best_soln = 20.1005 

# END FILE
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